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GROWTH OF IT SERVICES AMID COVID - 19
Walmart finalising to
acquire TikTok along
with Microsoft

The TikTok acquisition is heating
up in leaps and bounds as days go by! In
a surprising development, Walmart has
entered the race as well. The American
retail giant, instead of bidding on TikTok
as a standalone buyer, has been in talks with
Microsoft to bid for it.
As per reports, TikTok's parent
company ByteDance is nearing a deal to
sell TikTok's North American, Australian
and New Zealand operations which could
be worth $25 billion to $30 billion. Walmart
was earlier in talks with Softbank for a
partnership but it did not materialise.
Microsoft has been in talks with Byte
Dance for weeks. In an earlier statement,
the company had said that it plans to finalise
the deal with TikTok’s parent company,
Bytedance by September 15.

Cisco intents to buy
BabbleLabs to deliver
improved Video
Meeting experience

Cisco is planning to acquire Campbell,
CA headquartered BabbleLabs, Inc. With
this acquisition Cisco can help users to
control unwanted noise in meetings.
BabbleLabs can distinguish human
speech from unwanted noise using
advanced AI techniques and enhance
the quality of communications and
conferencing applications. "A great meeting
experience starts with great audio," said
Jeetu Patel, Senior VP and GM, Cisco
Security and Applications Business Unit.
"Their technology is going to provide our
customers with yet another important
innovation – automatically removing
unwanted noise - to continue enabling
exceptional Webex meeting experiences."
Primarily, Cisco will focus on integrating
BabbleLabs to deliver a best-in-class audio
experience to Webex Meetings users.
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N E X T G E N E R AT I O N F L E X I B L E H Y P E R C O N V E R G E D P L AT F O R M
T U R N K E Y, H C I , H Y B R I D
Organisations want an agile, cost-efﬁcient and trusted IT infrastructure
which is future-ready, rapidly scales
with demand and facilitates their business growth.

A wealth of experience, with
over 23 years of building
complex end-to-end
solutions
A system which enables them to take
full advantage of the new generation
Microsoft Azure Stack HCI plaform capabilities to leverage indsutry leading
hyper-converd performance. Coupled
with a full range of external services fro
the cloud, including applications on demand, security, mobility, and business
continuity. All delivered in an easy to
manage, ready to go package.
Acuutech MESH is the answer. An extensive IT platform speciﬁcally developed for agile businesses, built upon
the leading technologies of Microsoft
Azure Stack HCI and Lenovo. MESH is a
proven, turnkey IT solution, its deployment de-risks IT investment and enables organisations to get on with their
core task…delivering business success.

P L AT F O R M
The root of the platform is the HCI hardware appliance, build on the foundations of the Microsoft Azure Stack HCI
platform. Available in various conﬁgurations and topologies. This platform
delivers high-performance, highly available storage, networking and visualisation to support your most demanding
applications.

• Volume replication – Synchronous
or asynchronous replication between two sites to enable fast system fail-over and disaster recovery.
• Application hosting – Virtual machine creation and management.
• Software deﬁned networking
(SDN) – Network segmentation and
isolation, ideal for organisations
wanting to separate tenants or
business units.
• VM encryption and protection –
Encrypt and protect sensitive or
secure VM’s from the base platform,
allowing secure workloads to be run
concurrently with other VM’s.

HYBRID
Hybrid solutions extend the capabilities
of your HCI platform into the cloud providing additional protection and data
access solutions.
Managed Disaster Recovery – Fully
managed DR, from on-premises to
the cloud. Full design and conﬁguration of fail-over, data replication
monitoring and application fail-over
testing.
•
- VM
level backup of your HCI appliance,
Windows VM, VMWare or bare
metal systems, unlimited retention
period, coupled with ﬂexible backup
snapshot intervals
• Hybrid File Server - Make any ﬁle
server share available over the
Internet or archive rarely used ﬁles
to Azure, saving local space.

•

•

•

through support for PaaS database
services and the Azure Marketplace.

Driving thought leadership in
advanced technologies and
solution design

•

•

C LO U D
Leverage the beneﬁts of key cloud services. Fully conﬁgured solutions, curated and tuned to be simpler to use and
manage.

Platform

Infrastructure on demand (IaaS)
- Flexible virtual machine and infrastructure services, simpliﬁed with
support for multiple deployment
locations.
Virtual desktop - Azure hosted
virtual desktop solution, supporting a wide range of VM types and
conﬁgurations.
Applications on demand (PaaS)

•

•

- Full support for all
migration, support and maintenance
built-in.
Multi-factor authentication (MFA)
- Provide additional challenge and
response for user logins beyond a
basic username and password.
Device Management - Control
and manage your user’s mobile
devices and desktop computers. To
protect business-related data and
applications.

F E AT U R E E N H A N C E MENTS AND SUPPORT
Acuutech MESH is a turnkey solution
platform; upgrades and feature enhancements are included, and this
approach applies to new versions of
cloud-based services and on-premises
platform capabilities. The system fully
supports the life-cycle of your users
and systems, providing reliability today
and into the future.

Hybrid

Cloud

Hyper-converged
appliance

Disaster recovery

Infrastructure on
demand (IaaS)

Volume replication and
failover

Offsite backup

Virtual Desktop

Application hosting
platform

Hybrid-file server

Application Services on
demand (PaaS)

Software defined
networking

Office 365 Productivity
suite

VM Encryption and
protection

Multi-factor
authentication
Device management
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HELLO INDIA

BRANDS ARE SHIFTING
HEAVILY TOWARDS
DIGITAL SALES……. IS IT
GOING TO CONTINUE
FOR LONG ?
There is a huge market shift happening and there are best reasons
why there are huge hair cuts in the job market. During times of economic
constraint and market upheaval, CEOs need to make dispassionate costcutting decisions to ensure the survival and revival of their business. It
leads to impact on the o s elated to the c stome acin field sales o s
and should be replaced with ecommerce talent. Salespeople take up a
lion’s share of the payroll — some are the highest paid employees in a
company—and their overhead can consume up to 30% of the cost of
deal closure or acquisition. Contrast with digital marketing, inside sales
and e-commerce transactions. They are just taking pennies on the dollar
in cost of sales.
a e companies a e also no findin themsel es in the position o
having potentially lost millions through cancelled events. The main reason
is that customers are increasingly (with the lockdown) searching and
sourcing products online and want on-demand interaction with brands any
time of the day or night. The next 10 years is going to be India's "golden
moment" in key sectors like technology, pharmaceutical, e-commerce and
manufacturing, said a top venture capitalist from Silicon Valley, pointing
at the USD 20 billion foreign direct investment in the country amidst the
coronavirus outbreak.
This gives India an opportunity for an economic game-changer. I
think it's predicated by two things - The number of smartphone users
(in India) is over 500 million, maybe even close to a billion. Second, the
government's push for digital has taken a number of digital transactions
through the roof. With this the entire business ecosystem is adopting new
technologies like never before -- which not only provides easy solutions in
business but also is a market in itself.
According to Forrester Research, a whopping 68% of B2B buyers
found going online superior to interacting with a salesperson, and 62%
said they co ld finali e selection c ite ia o endo list solely on di ital
content. Companies haven’t missed the signs, either. Brands are investing
heavily in the digital sales and marketing channels, and also boosting their
e-commerce business through their own websites and those of portals and
channel partners.
The coronavirus is rapidly ushering in the age of the low-touch
economy and all-digital selling. If you’ve been hesitant in the past, now is
the time to make dramatic changes to your business and you can honestly
do so in the name of cost-cutting, customer acquisition and business
survival.
Secondly, technologists have poked at the edges of this trust problem
for several years, and while technologies like Block chain have been cited
as ein ey pieces o the t st p le they ha e yet to see idesp ead
application beyond solving niche problems like food tracing or payment
processing.
A question arises - Were studies done before the pandemic to make
e e ythin di ital he i est oad loc o t ansitionin
om field
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sales to e-commerce has been corporate culture. With this unfortunately
“customer handling” is no longer what it used to be as business and
elationships ecome mo e i t ali ed and a tomated nothe
estion
comes to mind how long we have to live in this virtual world, which was
the dream of the technology innovators. Experts say, there will be again a
bubble burst to the digital world.
While it's hard to accurately imagine and predict the future, I am
hopeful that technology leaders will reverse the troubling trend of
regarding every screen and camera with suspicion, and throwing money
at complex security "solutions" that can be defeated by a teenager with
a telephone. There will be a huge shift we are going to witness in the
coming days from security to trust. Tools we take for granted like email
were designed for smaller networks in which participants literally knew
each other personally.
To address attacks on these tools, measures like encryption, complex
passwords, and other security-focused technologies were applied, but that
did not address the fundamental issue of trust. All the complex passwords,
training, and encryption technologies in the universe won't prevent a
harried executive from clicking on a link in an email that looks legitimate
enough, unless we train that executive to no longer trust anything in their
inbox, which compromises the utility of email as a business tool.
Finally, if you think about long-term shifts, this is an acceleration
towards digital.
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ROUND ABOUT

THE WILD WORLD OF TROLLS AND CHATS:
PROCLIVITIES OR PREOCCUPATIONS?
A recent troll about an article titled, “The Bridge on the River
Choulueca” by a well known author, speaker and leadership coach
Prakash Ayer, appeared in Business World was a delight for many.
The number of people who had forwarded the message would
be in several thousand if not in million. I tried to see why the troll
had become such a hit in the social media and the talking point.
More than the content, what struck me most was the timeliness
of the troll. Had the troll been in circulation some time before or
even later, I do not think it would have engaged the attention. I
often feel that there is a herd instinct among people to follow the
vogue phrases or styles. There are instances when people started
imitating legendary people. Hitler’s toothbrush moustache, which
was imitated by many including comedian Charlie Chaplain, was
a c a e o those days and a style statement amon the yo n ste s
that era. I do not see many growing that type of moustache these
days. Maybe that fashion would have become hackneyed and you
never know when that will come back.
Coming back on the River Choulueca troll, I feel that
it triggered a chain of thoughts among the readers about the
disruptions created by the pandemic. The narrative of River
Choulueca refreshes in our mind the mirror image of what
is going on now, the complex web of uncertainties, human
sufferings, unexpected vagaries of nature, question marks on
e e ythin that the ci ili ation had c eated and a dest cti e t ail
More than that it instructs you to be realistic in the present world
and be adaptive to get going with developments that unfold
on you. Yes, it has a subtle message that connects you with the
present.
I also tried to discern how trolls go viral. Any suggestive
troll will immediately go viral. One more example I will explain.
Immediately after the unfortunate incident of aircraft skidding
om the n ay at o hi ode ai po t the e as a t oll ma in
a wide impact about the pilot who navigated the ill-fated aircraft.
It was about him singing in front of an audience and enthralling
them with a Hindi melody of yester years. It was a heart
wrenching rendition, which forced many to shed tears. Many
paid great tributes to the deceased valiant pilot who was highly
deco ated little eali in that the t oll as a a e one t as
a o t a ice dmi al ente tainin a o p o a my o ficials ith
his singing prowess. Even then people did not feel bad about it
though the troll was a fake.
That forced me to introspect on trolls. What type of trolls
makes you cheerful, melancholic or angry? I feel any troll that
is designed to mislead and cause damage to the reputation of
a person by distorting facts may be shunned. Then what about
trolls that do not cause any damage to any body’s image but still
facts are distorted? My own submission is that such innocuous
trolls should be encouraged provided they do not hit anyone
below the belt. There can be numerous such trolls every day one
may come across. After going through such trolls and the comic
interlude they create, one may wonder the level of ingenuity of
the author. He or she has to be creative to strike at such ideas that
can put many into laugh and make them cheerful for the day. I
even think such trolls or pictures are keeping social media lively,
liked and viewed.
ho ld the e e a cate o i ation o t olls ood not so ood
ad and ly
sho ld e not p t any an o classification
on them and leave everything to the viewers to decide. Who are
e to decide o othe s and to act as mo al police
ill it sti e
freedom of expression and lead to over reacting to a situation?
How do we distinguish between good and bad trolls? What are
the yardsticks for assessing them? Should we not restrict our
role to read the troll and if we like it express it by liking it, if
not dumb it and express that it is in poor taste and refrain from
trolling to other persons?
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I feel strongly that everyone has a
right to express the opinion whether
one likes it or not. For absorbing
such expressions, one has to have a
tolerant mind. Does it mean that the
present generation is short of such
accommodation to laugh at a troll
made at his/her cost? Let me tell
you that there was a golden time for
witticisms, potshots and mild attacks
on personalities, however low or high
they were in the social ladder. The
nch ma a ine hich sed to come
out from London, was a role model.
The Punch or the London Charivari
as a
itish ee ly ma a ine o
humor and political satire. It helped
the coinage of the word cartoon.
Its circulation peaked in 1941. After
that it went into a decline, which led
to its closure in 1992. Though it was
revived in 1996, fate had it that it was
closed in 2002. Hardly any politician or statesman had escaped the humorous slant
of the Punch.
In India, we had several clones of the Punch. Shankar’s Weekly, which used
to come out from Delhi’s Wall Street–Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg-was one among
them. Down South Chou Ramaswamy published another political satire called
Tuqlaq. Then we had the cartoons every day in Times of India by the legendary RK
Laxman. The Indian Express had Abu Abraham and Statesman had OV Vijayan.
That does not mean such cartons are missing now. They are there but the punch
and depth are missing. Probably the cartoonists are hamstrung since they may not
have the bandwidth their earlier generation commanded with the readers and the
personalities whom they have caricatured or subjected to humorous remarks. .
I really do not know the dynamics which are working now but I sincerely hope
that there should be more space for witticisms, cartoons and caricatures in our
society to help people to be happy and cheerful. Perhaps, that lack of outlets for
people to laugh at to relive their tensions stemming out of daily chorus would have
helped the proliferation of social media.
Today it may be social media or trolls that hold the sway, tomorrow it could
be something else, which can be transforming the world. Let me do a wild guess
on that. Should there be a time when what we think can be converted to visual
format simultaneously? Then the rule changes, dynamics of expression undergoes
a transformation since nothing is lost between your thought process and visual
representation. Does it mean the present experts in social media take a backseat
and a new crop of experts emerge to occupy that space? What I can say now that
it is possible, whether one likes it or not? It is only a continuum process.
An analogy in real life would make things clearer. Not long ago, there was
a system of heads of states or people of eminence coming with their reactions
to an event immediately. Their secretariat had to work to produce an informed
reaction to an event or a policy. Now, every leader, from top to bottom, has a
twitter handle to come out with their reactions 24/7. How they had cut down the
time limit for coming out with reactions, which earlier used to take hours together
to see the light of the day. It is because they themselves handle their own twitter
and Facebook accounts. US President Donald Trump is known for handling the
t itte on his o n and does it so e ently hich a e amplified instantaneo sly
across geographies to the newsrooms without any intermediaries. Assume a
situation when a person can transmit his thoughts directly to the machine, which
in turn can broadcast it far and wide? That I believe is the next level of innovation
in media. The question is: when will such a breakthrough happen. I feel that it
will happen soon since that is only a logical extension of the present mediums of
comm nications hat ill also chan e o systems o e need fi e optics and
othe ac ones to ca y o
oice and data messa es y eali ation is that s ch
backbones may become irrelevant and redundant and may continue to exist for a
lesser important function. That is the disruption the troll on “The Bridge on the
River Choulueca” is also talking about.
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“Keysight Technologies, a leader in network test, visibility and security solutions, partners
with India’s leading Technology Aggregtor, iValue InfoSolutions, to provide a unique range of
end-to-end solutions that help customers to connect, optimize and secure their networks”.
What is your latest offering in Cyber
Security and what experience do you
claim in this domain?

Tell us about acquisition of Ixia by Keysight and how does this acquisition
enhance your capabilities?
The acquisition of Ixia by Keysight Technologies pairs two strong, complementary innovation
companies. Keysight brings 70+ years of measurement leadership, strong worldwide presence, and
proven operational discipline. Ixia brings deep expertise in IP network assessment, visibility solutions,
Cybersecurity and a software-centric business team. This combination creates a global leader providing
a unique range of end-to-end solutions that help our customers develop next-generation products as
ell as optimi e and sec e thei net o s

What is network visibility and how is it relevant to customers in the current
context?
et o
isi ility is ancy ay to say ma e it easy o sec ity and monito in teams to find
iss es hich co ld e c itical y e sec ity th eat and fi it
he al e o isi ility comes om
intelligence, not just seeing data but understanding what’s happening in the network and cloud
environment.
The key drivers for visibility are security, network and application performance. An average
enterprise uses 50 different network and security tools. On the other hand, the landscape is getting
complex with BYOD, encryption, IoT, Cloud etc. Thanks to these developments, most enterprises
have hidden network and application problems.
Network Visibility Solutions are focused to expose these problems, eliminate blind spots, improve
e ficiency ed ce costs and optimi e t o leshootin e o ts ccess is ased pon the sol tion s
we choose to implement and how well we implement them - for inline security or Out-Of-Band
Monitoring.

Can you brief us on the visibility products?
Test Access Points
p o ide pe manent access to net o t a fic and allo total t a fic
visibility for network monitoring and security devices—without introducing costly bottlenecks or
points of failure.
Network Packet Brokers (NPB) deliver dynamic network intelligence to the monitoring and
sec ity tools ith speed and acc acy
s a e ate and filte the data sent to tools addin
intelligent grooming and security enhancements such as deduplication, SSL decryption, data masking,
and application and th eat intelli ence
easy to se filte in en ine ma es it easy to identi y
relevant interactions, even as the network grows and changes.
Bypass switches safeguard a network with automated failover protection, preventing temporary
tool outages from escalating into costly network outages.

How do you address visibility challenges in virtualization and cloud
environments?
he en i onment may e i t al t the lind spots a e not itho t the a ility to monito t a fic
between virtual machines (VMs) in the private cloud, the security and performance management tools
lack the critical data they need to identify attackers and prevent network outages. That’s what our
Cloudlens addresses - to deliver complete, packet-level visibility for private clouds, enabling supply of
critical packet data to the monitoring tools from virtual environments.
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Cyber security breaches have become
common place, which are alarming across
o ani ations his alon ith apid di iti ation
and Regulatory norms are driving the need for
Cyber Security. As our reliance on data and
interconnectivity swells, developing strong
resilience to with stand cyberattacks has never
been more important. The only way to know is
to test your own defenses before hackers can.
ThreatSimulator, a breach and attack
simulation (BAS) addresses the need for
continuous, comprehensive & consistent
assessment o
e ification to chec the
effectiveness of the security posture, obtain
actionable remediation steps and defend against
new ways of cyber attacks and exploits. Threat
Simulator platform is built on 20+ years of
leadership in network security testing, having
served & continue to serve the security testing
needs for network equipment manufacturers.
The ongoing research of our Application and
Threat Intelligence (ATI) team ensures regular
updates so that customers have access to the latest
breach scenarios and threat simulations. The
ATI Service won 2020 Cybersecurity Excellence
Award in the Threat Detection, Intelligence and
Response category. ThreatSimulator is powered
y a e i le clo d ased
plat o m that
scales as networks grow.

How do you plan to take these
solutions to customer pan India?
We follow a 2-tier channel model to cover
the depth and breadth of customers across the
country. At the 1st tier we have the Value-Added
Distributors (VAD) and at the 2nd tier we have
the channel partners (resellers, VARs, System
Integrators) who engage with end-customers. To
augment our capabilities, we have just on-boarded
iValue InfoSolutions as our VAD. It gives us great
pleasure to be working with one of the fastest
growing technology aggregators. iValue’ s GTM
strategies augers well with our product roadmap
and are excited to be partnering with them. They
bring in rich experience of growing businesses
for many security OEMs in the country which
are complimentary to the solutions we offer.
Our Channel Xcelerate program for the
channel partners is one of the best in the industry,
hich helps them to a nc ease p ofita ility and
maintain competitive differentiation (b) access
training, marketing, collateral, product demos,
support, and the latest program information
(c) Generate demand with events, campaigns,
and co-branded digital marketing (d) Leverage
demo equipment, sales and technical training to
accelerate sales and win deals!!!

Data management.
Done di erently.
Your data responsibilities are challenging enough. Can you ensure your data
is protected, secure, and is available when you need it - to get value from it?

Your Commvault Advantage:
A revolutionary converged data management solution redeﬁning how
your progressive enterprise protects, manages and uses your data.

Learn more at commvault.com/why-commvault
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DELL’S LEADERSHIP IN X86 SERVER SEGMENT IS A TESTIMONY THAT ITS

HOLISTIC SERVER PORTFOLIO RESONATED WELL WITH CUSTOMERS
Factors driving Dell’s growth

With a revenue share of 36.0%, Dell has been positioned as numerounoin the x86 server
se ment his p o es that ell s holistic se e po t olio lfils c stome e i ement
“I am happy to share that we started the year 2020 on a promising note. As per IDC Q1
2020 India Server Industry report, Dell Technologies was ranked as No. 1 in the x86 server
segment with a revenue share of 36.0%. Our leadership in this segment is a testimony that
our holistic server portfolio resonated well with our customers. Our wins spans across sectors
incl din p o essional se ices financial instit tions hi h tech man act in companies
and telecommunication vendors,” mentions Manish.
He further adds, “Our leadership position is also owed to our consistent efforts to
remain close to our channel partners as well as customers. To help our customers maintain
their business continuity, we were and will continue to constantly work towards meeting
their business-critical technology needs. We have been focused on bringing solutions to our
customers in their journey of digital transformation. Towards this objective, we have launched
eady ol tions that p o ide o ani ations ith alidated a chitect es o a n m e o
o loads hich si nificantly ed ce time to ma et hile st en thenin the o tcome

Datacenters influencing growth of Servers
Talking about the growth of servers in data center segment, Manish explains,“At the
heart of Datacenter growth is the need for delivering solutions that enable newer business
models, digital channels of engagement and workforce transformation. IT infrastructure is
required to deliver value to both internal and external customers by accelerating application
performance based on traditional or new age workloads.
In a chat with VARINDIA, MANISH GUPTA,
SENIOR DIRECTOR & GENERAL MANAGER,
INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS GROUP,
DELL
TECHNOLOGIES
Indiatalks
about Dell being the technology
frontrunner and its association with
customers,achieving the top position
in x86 server segment, factors that
influenced growth and much more

Dell has always been a torchbearer in delivering
thebest technology innovations to its customers.
h o h c stomi ed sol tions
ell s ppo ts its
customers andkeeps constant touch with them. Dell
follows similar approach for its server segment and
the products helps customers to address the ever
evolving demands. The company is continuously
investing in innovation to offer better customer
experience.
“We have always been at the forefront in
delivering the best technology innovations to our
customers. Constant engagement with our customers
and partners is a priority always and we are constantly
lendin them s ppo t th o h o
c stomi ed
solutions. This approach stands true for our server
portfolio as well. We offer a holistic server portfolio
that p o ides e ceptional pe o mance simplified
management, intelligent automation, and enhanced
security designed to address the burgeoning demands.
Moreover, we have been investing rigorously in
order to bring innovations. For instance, last year,
we expanded our portfolio by introducing Dell
EMC PowerEdge servers that were powered by 2nd
Gen AMD EPYCTM processors, through which
c stome s can e pect o load optimi ed system
desi ns e ficient
eate and idth lo e
network latency and integrated security,” says Manish.
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ani ations ac oss ind st ies and eo aphies need mode n e i le and mod la
se e a chitect es that ill allo them to achie e thei
siness oals e th s fi mly
believe that the demand for servers will continue to grow in the long term. We are already
witnessing a surge in data centre solutions in India and going forward, it will only increase,
which will ultimately transform server solutions into a necessity, rather than a requirement.”

Building Resilience
Manish highlighted three key elements to builds resilience across IT infrastructure and
p ocesses in an o ani ation e ela o ates
he c ent sit ation on acco nt o pandemic
has underscored the importance of building resilience across IT infrastructure and processes
in the o ani ations he e a e th ee c itical elements that one needs to add ess to ild
unparalleled resilience. First is the adoption of new age workloads like cloud which create
agility and resilience across application landscape. Second, is to transform the security
infrastructure to be proactive rather than reactive and lastly, automation of infrastructure
and processes to ensure minimal downtime. Equally it is also critical to build a culture of
innovation and a mindset of transformation – both of which require sponsorship from the
hi hest le els in the o ani ation
We at Dell Technologies are uniquely positioned to help our customers given the scale
of our experience of doing this across verticals and geographies across the world. We bring
not just products and services but also the skills that are required to deliver to this promise.”

FEW TRENDS THAT DELL CAN FORESEE
IN THE SERVER INDUSTRY ARE:
•

•

•

WORKLOAD CENTRICITY – Role of IT has been changing over the last
few years to support and create new business models and be the flag
bearer of innovation. To enable this, customers are deploying new
age workloads at an ever increasing pace and are looking at workload
centric server architectures to ensure that they get the best value from
these workloads
ADOPTION OF ACCELERATORS – Businesses are turning to datadriven insights to cater to the changing demands of their markets.
This requires compute to be closest to data and have the capability
to analyse large quantum of data in near real time. Over the last
few years, new accelerators such as Graphic Processing Units (GPUs),
Field Programmable Graphic Arrays (FPGAs), Intelligent Processing Units
(IPUs) etc., have emerged and have brought in the compute capabilities
that did not exist in the past. Servers will need to harness the power
of these accelerators to respond to the demand of businesses
EDGE COMPUTING – Edge computing has gained a lot of prominence
in the recent time with the advent of technologies such as 5G network,
ADAS etc. Edge computing requires new server architecture which will
be critical to provide the required performance and resiliency.

th
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Nutanix joins hand with Intel
Collaborate to launch Innovation Lab

Nutanix announced the launch of a joint innovation lab in collaboration
with Intel. The Nutanix-Intel Joint Innovation Lab will dedicate both
products and engineering resources to the continued exploration, adoption,
and p od cti ation o ntel s latest inno ations in comp te net o in
and storage with the Nutanix software stack.
Nutanix and
Intel’s Innovation
Lab illustrates the
companies’ mutual
commitment
to success for customers. This agreement not only opens the door for
speciali ed en inee in and eso ces t ill also in to ethe the est
of hybrid and multicloud with computing power for end-users.
“At Nutanix, we have long understood the importance of creating
synergies between technology market leaders. By launching this Innovation
Lab with Intel, we are actively working on critical projects to better equip
our customers and have already made progress in several priority areas,”
said a an ane
hie
omme cial
fice at
tani
e ae
thrilled to have this innovation hub with Intel to cement our joint product
leadership and look forward to a fruitful collaboration in the months to
come.”

Network as a service adoption to accelerate
by 38% within the next two years

Businesses will experience profound changes as employees’ transition
to hybrid work environments following COVID-19, in turn changing the
way IT teams procure and consume networking solutions. In response to
the pandemic, IT leaders are now investing more in cloud-based and AIpowered networking technologies as business recovery plans take shape.
That’s according to a global survey of 2,400 IT decision-makers (ITDMs)
commissioned by Aruba, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise company.
As IT leaders respond to the challenges associated with enabling a
highly distributed workforce and the emergence of the hybrid workplace
– with people needing to move seamlessly between working on campus,
at home and on the road – they are looking to evolve their network
infrastructure and shift away from CapEx investments towards solutions
consumed ‘as a service’. The average proportion of IT services consumed
via subscription will accelerate by 72% in the next two years, from 64%
o the total today to
in
and the sha e o o ani ations that
consume a majority (over 50%) of their IT solutions ‘as a service’ will
increase by approximately 72% in that time.

Array Networks Joins the 'Make in India'
Initiative by Manufacturing Products Locally

Array Networks India Pvt. Ltd, a subsidiary of Array Networks Inc., a
Network Functions Platform Company, today announced their undertaking
into the production of hardware and software products reinforcing its
commitment to the 'Make in India' initiative. Array had broached about
the company's plan to go
beyond application delivery
and launch its security
product this year and the plan
is now a reality, where the
Company will be focusing
on producing Networking &
Security products.
"Array's operation in India is one of the top contributors to the
company's overall global growth. The large percentage of this impressive
growth has come from the Government, BFSI, aviation, entertainment
and education verticals. With the Government as our key customer, we
elie e that the c stome s confidence ill inc ease ith o commitment
towards the Make in India initiative. As the government is now focused on
di iti ation and cy e sec ity the net o and sec ity p od cts p od ced
in India will receive a major boost," said Shibu Paul, Vice President International Sales at Array Networks.
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HDFC Bank Partners with Adobe to
Enhance Digital Customer Experiences

HDFC Bank has announced a strategic partnership with Adobe to
enhance the digital experience journey of its customers. Powered by
Adobe Experience Cloud solutions, this partnership will enable HDFC
Bank to deliver personalised digital experiences to existing as well as
new customers, at anytime and anywhere. As a result, HDFC Bank’s
customers can now look forward to:
* Using any device of choice to do an array of end-to-end
transactions
* Opening an account digitally without visiting a branch
* Applying for loans digitally from home 24 by 7
* Managing investments without any physical interface
Parag Rao - Country Head – Payments, Consumer Finance,
Digital Banking and Marketing, HDFC Bank said, “The association
with Adobe comes at a time when digital has become an all-important
bridge between customers and businesses. The pandemic and
lockdown has given further impetus on our efforts to leverage digital
platforms to offer a personalised experience to our customers. We are
happy to state that the partnership will enable us to add the next level
of personalisation of services and complement our efforts to create a
customer centric bank backed by cutting edge technology.”

Gaming Laptops gaining grounds
in India due to WFH & LFH

While the overall PC market has recorded a sluggish growth worldwide,
Gaming PCs, Laptops and Notebooks sale has surged exponentially in
India because of the rapid adoption of Work from Home (WFH) and
Learn from Home (LFH) culture. Gaming laptops/notebook are in huge
demand in SOHO and Commercial segments and millennials, especially
students and working professionals prefer to invest in gaming laptops/
notebook for high-end computing and multi-tasking. Experts say the
trend will continue with remote working and distance learning becoming
mainstream in the country.
The usage of Gaming laptops/notebooks for high-end business
applications is not new. Considering the huge scope in this business, brands
ha e also o ht se e al modifications in the confi ation o
amin
PCs to make it suitable for high-end commercial usage and multi-tasking.
Professionals such as architects, data scientists, graphic/web designers,
and animation artists prefer mid-range gaming laptops/notebooks for its
hi h end confi ation and ild ality in the p ice an e o
to INR 1.25 lakhs and above. Students go for entry-level gaming PCs/
laptops up to INR 50,000 for casual gaming and online learning. Since
the Government has released the lockdown, there is a high demand for
Gaming laptops across the country for both SOHO and Commercial
purposes.

Crayon joins hand with Amazon Web Services

Crayon is proud to announce that it has entered into a strategic
colla o ation a eement ith ma on
e
e ices
his
relationship will help both Crayon and AWS to bring innovation to clients
faster, and help them best leverage the transformational power, economics,
and agility of the cloud.
Enterprise customers
are increasingly relying
on AWS to achieve their
target business outcomes
faster by transitioning
to a mode n optimi ed clo d ased model
ayon has a st on t ac
eco d in mi ation st ate y implementation total cost optimi ation and
cloud economics services. This relationship will help customers have a
best-in-class service team to understand what software and infrastructure
they have and how to best manage their overall IT estate once they are
operating in the cloud.
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Kodak Alaris enters into Global
Alliance with UiPath

Kodak Alaris has announced a global alliance with UiPath. The
collaboration will enable both companies’ channel partners and customers
to leverage Kodak Alaris’ award-winning information capture solutions
and UiPath software to accelerate
digital transformation by automating
and streamlining business processes.
The companies also introduced their
integration via the Alaris Capture Pro
to UiPath
On July 29th, Kodak Alarishosted a virtual event where keynote speaker Jim Walker from UiPath
and oe an le om oda la is sha ed tips o helpin o ani ations
automate business processes, connect their digital workforces and drive
ette siness o tcomes y sin technolo ies li e a tificial intelli ence to
a tomatically eco ni e doc ments o edact sensiti e data o ani ations
are freeing up staff for higher-value tasks.

Verizon Business to create next-generation
global network infrastructure for Bayer

e i on siness has een chosen y aye to ild a ne t ene ation
global network infrastructure to underpin the company’s global business
ope ations e i on
siness ill enhance aye s e istin net o
capabilities to enable easier and cost-effective network management, and
will also deploy next-generation network technologies, including softwaredefined net o in to the imp o e esilience e i ility and scala ility
Historically, Bayer’s in-house team looked after its global IT real estate,
supported by a variety of different technology companies, including
e i on s aye contin es to mo e to a clo d fi st di ital siness
model, the company decided to outsource management of the majority of
its global network environment to a single service provider. The objective
was to free up its own resources to focus on supporting its core crop
science, pharmaceutical and consumer health business activities, while
also the de elopin a sec e sta le t e i le net o plat o m to
improve connectivity and collaboration around the globe, and support
ongoing digital business transformation.

IDC India reports Ink Tank Printers
to top India HCP market recovery
during second half of 2020

The HCP industry observed the sharpest year-over-year (YoY) decline
of 59.6%, to date according to the latest IDC Worldwide Quarterly
Hardcopy Peripherals Tracker, 2Q20. India hardcopy peripherals (HCP)
market registered shipments of 0.34 million units in 2Q20 (April – July
2020), with a decline of 47.9% quarter-over-quarter (QoQ) as the country
emained nde complete loc do n th o h the fi st hal o the a te
2Q20.
On the Inkjet segment, supply chain challenges along with the panIndia lockdown at the beginning of the quarter led to a sharp YoY
decline of 46.7%. Vendors faced supply issues mid of the quarter as their
manufacturing hubs in China and Southeast Asian countries grappled with
the unprecedented global surge in demand for inkjet printers from the
Home segment. Within the inkjet segment, the ink tank printer segment
noted a YoY decline of 41.1% while the ink cartridge segment declined
by 59.1% in the same period. The Laser segment (including the Copier
segment) suffered an even sharper YoY decline of 74.5% following the
drop in demand from the commercial segment. In the second half of
the quarter, once the lockdown was lifted, some corporates and SMBs
es med ope ations at the o fices ith a limited o o ce t a si nificant
ma o ity o the o ani ations contin ed ope atin th o h o
om
home. Additionally, unfavorable market conditions that forced businesses
to cut their expenses, led to the sharpest YoY decline to date. For similar
reasons, the Laser Copier segment too witnessed its highest-ever YoY
decline of 65.1% to date.
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VMRay signs distribution agreement
with RAH Infotech to expand reach
in the growing APAC Market

VMRay announces that it has signed a strategic distribution
partnership with RAH Infotech, one of India’s fastest growing valueadded distributors for IT and network security solutions. The new
distribution agreement will allow RAH Infotech to resell and distribute
VMRay’s pioneering malware analysis and detection solutions to
its channel partners who can and use it to build custom end-to-end
solutions for their customers in order to accelerate their response to
new and evasive threats.
“The global malware threat continues to plague enterprise
o ani ations a o nd the o ld and sinesses in the
e ion
are no exception, which is why we are so excited to announce this
partnership with VMRay,” said Ashok Kumar, founder and managing
director for RAH Infotech. “Our channel partners count on us to
identify and objectively evaluate the most innovative best-of-breed
products in the market and following an extensive investigation,
determined that VMRay’s suite of malware analysis solutions will be an
exceptional addition to our solution portfolio.”

Birlasoft collaborates with
Microsoft to drive Cloud-led Digital
Transformation for customers

Birlasoft has announced a Global Strategic Cloud Alliance with
Microsoft to help its clients to accelerate their digital journey. With this
collaboration, Birlasoft is strategically positioned to support its enterprise
clients with their cloud transformation needs, right from infrastructure to
business applications.
Birlasoft has plans to scale its current Microsoft cloud business to
$100M. Building on the current collaboration, Birlasoft will focus on
deli e in end to end se ices on ic oso t
e ic oso t
and
Microsoft Dynamics 365, to its clients. Together with Microsoft, Birlasoft
will create innovative industry solutions and enable customers in focus
industries to adopt Microsoft cloud technologies and services.

NITI Aayog deploys Oracle Cloud
to modernize IT infrastructure for
Aspirational Districts Programme

Oracle announced that NITI Aayog has engaged Oracle to help it
mode ni e ital
in ast ct e nde pinnin the spi ational ist icts
Programme. A key project of the Indian Government, its purpose is to
help imp o e the ality o li e o citi ens in
o ndia s most ac a d
districts, constituting 28 percent of India’s population of nearly 1.4 billion.
Amitabh
Kant,
CEO,
NITI Aayog said, “This
program is aligned with our
Prime Minister’s vision of
a new India. It focuses on
improving people’s capacity to
participate in India’s economic
development. Data driven
decisions will help identify the
strengths and weaknesses of
these districts and pave the way
for their progress. By using a
range of Oracle Cloud services,
we are looking to fast-track their
transformation by providing
simplified data access inc eased p ocess a tomation and eal time data
governance.”

Endpoint protection from a peace of mind provider
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Western Digital unveils WD Purple
Ultra Endurance microSD Card

este n i ital o p add essed head on the need to optimi e sto a e
for video and AI analytics at the network edge, by introducing the WD
ple
lt a nd ance mic o
ca d desi ned specifically
for equipment makers, resellers and installers in the mainstream security
camera market.
The WD Purple SC QD101 microSD card features Western Digital's
advanced 96-layer 3D NAND technology. It delivers a cost-effective
combination of ultra-endurance, high-performance storage, and a wide
capacity range of up
to 512GB (available
in
capacities
of
32GB, 64GB, 128GB,
256GB, and 512GB)
for
the
growing
security video market. This microSD card is ideal for backup/failover oncamera storage and continuous recording. With the help of the card health
monitor in compatible cameras, it provides them with the ability to gauge
the remaining endurance and preemptively service the card if needed.

Tata Teleservices boosts its cyber
security portfolio with introduction
of FirstWave solutions

Tata Teleservices in partnership with FirstWave Cloud Technology
Limited has strengthened its suite of enterprise grade smart cyber security
solutions. Tata Teleservices will leverage FirstWave’s Cloud Content
Security Platform (CCSP), to offer email security, web security, next
ene ation fi e all endpoint sec ity and m lti acto a thentication
(MFA) Security Services. This partnership will enable the SMB customers
of Tata Teleservices, to have access to a comprehensive smart perimeter
security proposition that is robust, scalable and can be rapidly deployed at
an affordable cost.
Harjit Singh, President – Enterprise Business, Tata Teleservices, says,
“The COVID-19 Pandemic has created a unique set of opportunities and
threats in its wake. As enterprises embrace the new ‘Digital’ normal, they
need to gear up to address cyber security challenges which are becoming
more pervasive than ever before. We are excited to partner with FirstWave
to offer Customers a world class Platform based Security Portfolio that
ill ena le them to meet these cy e sec ity th eats e ficiently and cost
effectively.”

HPE rolls out Cray line of supercomputers

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) has introduced the Cray
supercomputing line, based on an array of HPE and Cray technologies
(including a few from Hewlett Packard Labs). These technologies include
new capabilities from Cray’s Shasta architecture which are being developed
o the fi st th ee
e ascale systems s these ne capa ilities a e
p od cti ed they ill appea fi st in the
ay s pe comp tin line
and then will be supported more
broadly across various HPE
products and offerings.
“Given the backdrop of
current world events, completing
the HPE integration of Cray
could not be timelier. Today,
business models and customer
experiences must be rewritten for a lower touch economy. The need for
sustainable industries and supply chains have never been more critical—
or visible,” said Peter Ungaro, senior vice president and general manager,
HPC and Mission Critical Solutions (MCS), Hewlett Packard Enterprise.
“With this new, Cray-branded line under HPE’s umbrella brand, we bring
together the best capabilities from two of the most storied names in the
tech industry.”

Sophos announces Cloud Optix for
Intercept X for Server with EDR

Sophos has introduced powerful cloud security capabilities to Intercept
X for Server with Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) that enable
security analysts and IT administrators to easily see and secure complete
cloud environments.
New integration with Sophos Cloud Optix expands visibility and
p otection o
ic oso t
e and oo le lo d lat o m
workloads to larger cloud environments – including security groups, hosts,
shared storage, databases, serverless, containers, and more – with new
Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) functionality.
n act
o ndian o ani ations all ictim to p lic clo d sec ity
incidents, and those running multi-cloud environments globally are greater
than 50% more likely to suffer incidents, according to the new State of
Cloud Security 2020 report.
Intercept X for Server with EDR provides channel partners with the
critical threat intelligence needed to eliminate these incidents before they
cause damage. Insights into cloud security posture across different cloud
providers are compiled into one single, easy to use management console.
There’s tremendous opportunity for partners to improve their customers’
cloud protection and grow revenue.

Lenovo unveils new range of gaming laptops Vertiv Introduces High Performance, IPLenovo has announced the launch of three new gaming laptops in
India – Legion 7i, Legion 5Pi, and Legion 5i. This new product lineup
Based KVM Receiver to Enable Switching
om eno o e ion aims to edefine amin
ith inno ati e ea
high performance, and
more immersive gaming Between Virtual and Physical Machines

experiences.
The Legion 7i is
built for consumers
appreciating
high
performance
and
premium style in gaming
laptops his a ship amin note oo y e ion is s ita le o a id
ame s ho p io iti e competiti e e po ts amin content c eato s as
well as professional artists.
The slimmest gaming notebook in a precision-crafted chassis jacketed
in high grade, all-aluminum, thin and light design with 19.9mm, and
weighing 2.2kgs. It comes with a colour-accurate IPS display, with full HD
(1920 x 1080) resolution that supports high dynamic range.
The laptop houses an intelligent cooling system called the ColdFront
2.0, which is an improved synergy of hardware and software. It allows
ette ai o and lo e system tempe at es so that the ha d a e can
achieve high gaming performance by being substantially cooler and quieter
than industry standards.
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Vertiv has introduced the Vertiv Avocent HMX 6500R receiver, a highperformance KVM receiver that allows users of Avocent HMX KVM
switches to seamlessly switch between virtual and physical machines from
their workstation. The Avocent HMX 6500R does not require additional
transmitters to access virtual
machines, opening up fast, easy access
and cont ol to data and files all ac oss
today’s complex IT environments. It is
available globally.
The IP-based Avocent HMX
6500R integrates seamlessly with existing Avocent HMX KVM systems,
allowing secure, unlimited access to virtual machines across enterprise and
colocation facilities. It eliminates the distance limitations inherent when
physical connections are required, while still delivering an uncompromised
desktop experience. The Avocent HMX 6500R offers DisplayPort video
capa ilities and e pands data and file access in oadcast cont ol ooms
and postproduction facilities, mass transit control centers, government
a encies and o any o ani ations ith hy id a chitect es

ON THE RAMP

Fortinet unveils Hyperscale Firewall

o tinet has anno nced hype scale fi e all o ti ate
settin
new milestones for Security Compute Ratings to deliver unparalleled
performance, scalability and security in a single appliance to meet escalating
business needs. FortiGate 4400F is powered by Fortinet’s latest seventh
generation network processor (NP7) to offer hardware-acceleration,
ma in it the only net o fi e all that is ast eno h to sec e hype scale
data centers and 5G networks.

https://ssl.gstatic.com/ui/v1/icons/mail/images/cleardot.gif
Rajesh Maurya, Regional Vice President, India & SAARC at Fortinet,
comments, “Fortinet continues to push the boundaries of hardwareaccelerated performance to enable the convergence of security and
networking – what we call Security-driven Networking. The FortiGate
4400F Network Firewall delivers unprecedented scale and performance
that is up to 13 times better than comparable products. As the only
net o fi e all capa le o sec in hype scale data cente s and
networks, FortiGate 4400F leads the industry in what is possible for data
center security.”

Epson launches new 4k pro-uhd
home theater projector

Epson has announced the launch of its versatile and easy to use 4K
PRO-UHD projector EH-TW7100. Priced at Rs.137,999 the EH-TW7100
Projector is ideal for home entertainment and is great for watching 4K
contents.
Providing a big screen
experience at home, the EHp o ects in a si e o p
to 1,270 cms (500 inches). With
the projector’s 4K PRO-UHD
technology, it is easy to achieve a
bright and vivid image, which can
be further enhanced using the adjustable HDR settings. Even in well-lit
environments, the model with a high brightness of 3,000 lumens and
cont ast atio o
helps deli e a sha p ima e ith clea ly defined
shadow details and deep blacks.
Epson EH-TW7100 has two built-in 10W speakers providing an out
of the box, all-in-one set up. It is also easy to use with sound bars and
external speakers using Bluetooth. Furthermore, it is durable with a longli e lamp o
ho s e i alent to atchin a film a day o se en
years.

Embee Software announces VirtuaPlace
- Platform to help Businesses

Embee Software has announced the launch of VirtuaPlace for helping
Indian Small and Medium Businesses (SMBs) maintain business continuity
and embark on their cloud adoption journey. Curated for bringing
e ficiency and sec ity in the emote o place scena ios the plat o m
ns on ic oso t
e and in s to ethe o e in s ac oss
e
Microsoft 365, Octane HRMS, SAP Business One, and Windows Virtual
Desktop.
i t a lace is specifically desi ned o sinesses that o nd themsel es
unprepared and scrambled to adopt various technologies to keep the ball
rolling during the nationwide lockdown. Since the remote work scenario
is here to stay even beyond the pandemic situation, providing seamless
teamwork, collaboration, data security and more at controlled prices was
the motto behind launching VirtuaPlace.
Embee has one of the largest cloud consumption and adoption
portfolios in India. They have more than 2 million entitlements in Microsoft
365 and enjoyed 70% growth in Microsoft 365 business in FY’19.
With VirtuaPlace, Embee focuses on offering best technical solutions
to the c stome s e i ed to ma e o o o thei
siness ope ations
smooth and secure and empower employees to do their jobs in challenging
work environments.

New Dell Latitude Chromebook Enterprise
Provides the Confidence Businesses Need

Chrome OS has accelerated its expansion within businesses amid
the shift to work from anywhere. The new Latitude 7410 Chromebook
Enterprise, a 14-inch premium business laptop or 2-in-1 from Dell
Technologies, boosts productivity with on-the-go power, sophisticated
security and fast connectivity features employees need.

With the Latitude 7410 Chromebook Enterprise, Dell expands its
Latitude Chromebook lineup – now offering a mainstream and premium
option to i e companies mo e choice in de ices itho t sac ificin
enterprise-class scale, manageability and security.
“This is not just another Chromebook,” said Rahul Tikoo, senior vice
president, Commercial Product Group, Dell Technologies. “Our latest
Latitude Chromebook Enterprise is designed equal parts for employees
and IT managers adopting Chrome OS in the enterprise. Employees
will appreciate its sleek design and collaboration features that help them
navigate new work dynamics, while IT managers have the management
and security features they expect when deploying devices in a corporate
environment.”

NETGEAR unveils Nighthawk Mesh WiFi 6 System “MK62” and “MK63”

NETGEAR has launched Nighthawk Mesh Wi-Fi 6 MK62 and MK63
that can meet the needs of the modern connected home. Designed for
the tech enthusiast, the new Nighthawk Wi-Fi 6 Mesh System brings
the e pe ience o elia le and e i le i i co e a e ith speciali ed
eat es s ch as ynamic o
hich a tomatically p io iti es oth ideo
st eamin and amin t a fic
The Nighthawk Mesh System comes with one or two high-powered
satellites to p o ide hole home oad and i i co e a e ead ones
are eliminated by easily adding satellites wherever needed or to scale up
when moving to a larger home. Setup is completed in minutes with the
free Nighthawk App on Apple iOS or Android OS and is also used to
easily manage the network from your mobile device.

SonicWall introduces its TZ
firewalls for SMB market to resolve
stretched security budgets

onic all has anno nced ne
e o to ch ena led m lti i a it
onic all
fi e alls ith
anch capa ilities alon
ith a
redesigned cloud-native management console that helps streamline
operations through fresh and modern user interfaces.
onic all enio ice esident and hie
pe atin
fice t l
ha lania says
he ne
siness no m is o cin o ani ations to
rethink security for remote users and distributed networks. SonicWall’s
ne
anch eady ne t ene ation fi e alls alon ith e en inee ed
SonicOS, provide multi-gig malware inspection for increased security
needs and advanced protection against threats hiding in the encrypted
t a fic
A cornerstone to its Boundless Cybersecurity platform, the new
onic all
and
ne t ene ation fi e alls a e the fi st
des top fi e all o m acto to o e m lti i a it
inte aces
for connectivity with SonicWall Switches or other networking devices
in SD-Branch deployments.
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Jio Fibre assets to strengthen after
PIF plans to invest up to $1 billion

Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund
(PIF) has initiated discussions to invest up to
$1 billion in Reliance Industries’ infrastructure
investment trust (InvIT) Jio Digital Fibre, said
the sources.
Going by a report last month, Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority (ADIA) re-engaged
in talks to invest in Jio Digital Fibre. ADIA
and PIF are expected to be anchor investors
in the InvIT with the former possibly leading
the consortium.
PIF is in the process of rejigging its $300 billion portfolio — booking
p ofits om its la e ilicon alley i
il and a iation ets and
withdrawing from English Premier League club investments, the report
said.
Previously ADIA committed $752 million and PIF $1.5 billion to Jio
Platform’s $20.8 billion fundraise that saw 13 investors including American
giants Facebook and Google.
eliance had t ans e ed its to e and fi e assets to t o special
purpose vehicles (SPVs) owned by two InvITs. The investment talks last
year with ADIA-led consortium of GIC of Singapore and I Squared
Capital fell through due to differences in commercial and operating terms.

5G will unleash power of data-drive
intelligent finance: Huawei

a ei held its sia acific inancial nd st y to a e mmit
Business and technology leaders across the region gathered to discuss how
and the e ol tion in the data sto a e o ld ill define the t e o
financial ind st y in the ne no mal
hemed
nleash the po e o data d i en intelli ent finance the
i t al con e ence o ht to ethe ey decision ma e s om financial
institutions such as The Asian Banker, DBS Bank and China Construction
Bank Asia, to address the latest trends, developments and data-driven
opportunities in the industry.
“The pandemic brings new opportunities to banks and this is a good
time to position future online banking strategies and internet business
de elopment ohnny h n
ene al mana e and head o fintech
division at China Construction Bank Asia (CCBA), observed that remote
o in is no
ein
idely sed and has led many lo al financial
o ani ations to e ie thei c isis mana ement plan

COAI urges Government to waive off Rs
20,000 cr. service tax on AGR dues

The Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI) has written to the
government, requesting it not to levy service tax on AGR dues. The telcos
have sought exemption under the Central Excise Act.
Two
leading
consultant
companies are in complete
agreement with COAI: “The
liability to pay service tax on
licence fee and spectrum usage
charges, if any, was with the
telecom operators paying the
licence fee to the government.
Given that the SC has now
confi med the additional lia ility
on licence fee and spectrum usage charges, the service tax paid is no
longer a pass-through as credit of service tax paid can no longer be availed
of in the goods and services tax (GST) regime.
In the (earlier) service tax regime, it would have been a cash-neutral
exercise. Creating a liability of service tax on an industry reeling from
acc m lated c edits and ad e se cash o s ill es lt in tile liti ation
Representations have been made to the government to resolve this
impasse,” said Bipin Sapra, tax partner, EY India.
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DIGISOL rolls out Indoor 802.11ac
Wave2 Enterprise Wireless Access
Point- DG-WM500-I2R2

DIGISOL Systems unveils DG-WM500-I2R2, a powerful and cost
effective Indoor Enterprise Wi-Fi Access Point. The newly introduced
ccess oint s ppo ts oth
and
and ith
MIMO and OFDM modulation technology. The device works with
physical, virtual or cloud AC
(Access Controller) and its
versatile functionality makes
it an ideal solution for
enterprises, campus Wi-Fi
network access, hospitality
industry, digital class room,
and commercial Wi-Fi.
Designed for High Performance:
The newly launched DG-WM500-I2R2 is based on 802.11ac wave2
standa d and ope ates in a
o
and y p o idin an
access bandwidth up to 1167 Mbps. The device comes with MU-MIMO
technology which improves system performance and simultaneously
transmits data to multiple Wi-Fi clients unlike the legacy technology. This
access point is designed to use internal antenna, provide 1 Gigabit Ethernet
port with PoE (Power over Ethernet) 1 USB 2.0 port. The mechanical
design of this AP enable it can be deployed at multiple scenario like ceiling
mount, wall mount or simply desktop deployment.

Upcoming Zoom features for
better classroom experience

In line with their commitment to ensuring that quality virtual education
is accessible for teachers and students, Zoom Video Communications, Inc.
(NASDAQ: ZM) plans to launch new features that will enhance student
engagement and classroom management. Accessible for teachers and
students everywhere, these features will be made available on the free and
Zoom for Education plans.
Create a virtual classroom seating arrangement, spotlight a group of
presenting students, and enjoy other custom meeting views.
Drag and drop participants in Gallery View into whatever order you
choose his loc s the alle y into a fi ed confi ation that on t shi t
when a new person speaks or enters the room. Teachers can have students
follow their view for a custom seating arrangement, which is handy for
activities that involve “going around the room” in a certain order. In a
future update, teachers will be able to save their custom gallery layout as a
virtual seating chart.

Tenda brings AC2100 Dual-Band
Gigabit wireless router

Tenda has launched its all-new AC2100 Smart Dual-Band Gigabit WiFi Router in India. The introduction of the new router is an extension
to its e istin po t olio ill e st en thenin e istin sma t i i o te
line p o enda hile p o idin sec e elia le and la in ast i i
speeds.
Tenda AC21 is a dual-band gigabit wireless router specially designed
for households that require high-speed internet access. It supports
802.11ac wave2 Technology and provides Wi-Fi speeds up to 2033 Mbps
ps
ps to achie e the est pe o mance
The new router is equipped with the latest 4X4 MU-MIMO technology
o
and that yields ide i i co e a e and a aste i i speed
as compared to regular routers with older 3X3 MU-MIMO technology.
he ne ly la nched enda
is stoc ed ith nm
e ipped ith
co p ocesso d al co e desi n that helps in aste
p ocessin speed and in optimi ed ope ation lso the o te has an in
ilt si nal amplifie sed oth on
and
ands o
to
enhance the penetration capability and expand the Wi-Fi coverage. It is
also the fi st o te om enda to se
d i e te nal antennas and o
data st eams o
h and to p o ide a ette
i i si nal

CHANNEL BUZZ

Taiwan Excellence and COMTECH
INDIA conduct an online event

The world changed in March, when the Coronavirus started
affecting every country across the globe. As uncertainty took hold of
all aspects o li e e ent o ani e s e e aced ith limited options
for their events: postpone, cancel or go digital.
Many found innovative ways to reach out to the audience by
networking online instead of in-person. TAITRA, who implements
the ai an cellence p o ect has een one s ch o ani ation that
has consistently been offering cutting-edge solutions through its
digital connect events.
This time, Taiwan External Trade Development Council
(TAITRA) held a unique online product launch and business
matchmaking event. The event aimed at fostering a connection
between ICT suppliers from Taiwan and buyers from India as well
as around the world. The event stood as an online extension for
COMTECH INDIA 2020 – an ICT and smart city trade show from
TAITRA that was originally scheduled to be held in September 2020.
COMTECH INDIA will focus on four themes, including
network communication & IoT, smart city solutions, new technology
from startups, e-sports & gaming equipment. However, considering
the effects of the pandemic, TAITRA decided to postpone
COMTECH INDIA 2020 to the second half of 2021 after extensive
conversations with all the exhibitors and partners over recent weeks
and months. The decision was based on rational thinking and a sense
of responsibility towards the health and safety of participants and
visitors.

Lenovo rolls out new Global Partner Hub

Lenovo announced the all new Partner Hub launches in India, marking
an important step in the company-wide multi-year digital transformation
p o am o
siness pa tne s eno o a tne
ea fi ms eno o s
commitment in fostering greater collaboration between business channel
partners and Lenovo sales teams across business groups. Powered by
advanced analytics, the integrated portal will serve as a one-stop shop
designed to better enable channel partners to grow their business at
si nificantly eate speed and consistency

Description automatically generated
Designed for partners across both Lenovo Intelligent Devices Group’s
PCs & Smart Devices (PCSD) and the Data Center Group (DCG),
Lenovo Partner Hub provides a single access point to tools, resources
and intelli ent pe sonali ed in o mation that is most ele ant to the
pa tne s needs eo aphic ma ets and past histo y t p o ides a nified
consistent experience, bringing together:
• Intelligent pricing: streamlined and integrated pricing engine with Deal
• Digital co-selling: digital marketing assets, partner-ready services,
specialist programs and rewards
i ital p ocesses eali in e ficiencies and speed o e ec tion om
opportunity, quotation, order and rewards
"The Lenovo Partner Hub empowers our business partners with an
improved experience, greater productivity and increased sales velocity
– designed to dramatically accelerate their business. The new portal is
a testament to Lenovo’s long-term commitment to the success of our
partners and a milestone in our digital transformation journey,” said
Ashish Sikka, Director – SMB, Lenovo India. He further added, “The
Lenovo Partner Hub is yet another example of our 'Channel First' strategy
and is designed to help our partners deliver a better experience for their
customers by providing them with the insight, tools and pricing to deliver
superior solutions in less time with greater value."

Western Digital hosts Virtual
Partner Summit to boost its
Channel Partner Ecosystem

este n i ital has o ani ed its latest a tne
mmit a la e
customer event encompassing channel partners in India from across the
spectrum of various Western Digital market segments on 20th August.
The day-long virtual event aimed at acknowledging channel partners for
thei si nificant cont i tion to the companies o th and e pansion in
ndia eco ni ed them o thei pe o mance and to amilia i e them ith
Western Digital’s latest broad portfolio of storage solutions.
As a part of the event, customers virtually met Western Digital’s
global and regional leadership team. The conversation revolved around
the evolution of storage needs, trends and emerging opportunities. The
e ent eat ed ei ht i t al stalls to amilia i e channel pa tne s ith
information on latest products, solutions and programs by Western Digital.
se ies o t ainin sessions e e also o ani ed to ena le nde standin
of Western Digital’s complete range
of solutions.
Khalid Wani, Director of Sales,
Western Digital India, says, “Our
channel partners play a crucial
role in our success, and are a
natural extension of our business.
We believe in collaboration, and
understand the importance and
requirement of identifying and
rewarding their performance. With
the Western Digital Partner Summit,
we continue to reinvent the way we
work with our channel partners
from across the spectrum.”

ASSOCHAM- MeitY & DST join hands to
launch country's first & largest exhibition

Apex industry body ASSOCHAM in partnership with Ministry of
Information Technology & Electronics, Govt. of India and Department
of Science & Technology, Govt of India has announced the launch of
ec ndia
on
ept
hich aims to e ndia s fi st and
largest Smart Exhibition of Smart Technologies. Biggest technology
giant Ericsson has come on board as ICT Awards Partner to support the
initiative.
s the hole o ld fi hts the challen e o the on oin
pandemic, the Industry sectors all over the world are motivated to moving
to a ds di iti ation o thei ope ations ma t echnolo ies ha e t ly
become a boon for
the businesses during
such times, when
almost every sector
has started using
AI, IoT and various
other
technology
platforms
to
continue
their
operations and serve
their customers.
In a bid to provide necessary boost to this sector and initiate a global
dialogue on strengthening the policy framework, international business
potentials, etc.
he ni ely c ated con ence o sma t technolo ies om all secto s
will experience a week long virtual exhibition which will be attended
by over 400 Exhibitors from India and various leading countries, live
demonstrations and product launches of exciting products and services,
participation from progressive state governments.
In order to celebrate the spirit of innovation, the initiative will also
award 10 top innovations from various sectors on 27th of September 2020
in the EnnovateIndia2020 conference.
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Cyber Security To Cyber Immunity: Kaspersky
In a recently organized e-partner meet organized
by VARINDIA and Kaspersky, being attended by 90
partners from across the country.
On the introductory speech, Dr. Deepak Kumar Sahu, Chief
editor-VARINDIA Spoke on how Cyber Security has never
been more important than what it is today .Globally, India and
Southeast Asia are among the world’s fastest-growing economies.
Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, in his recent Independence Day
speech announced that India will get a new, 'robust' cyber security
policy soon. As per the Internet Crime Report for 2019, released
by the USA's Internet Crime Complaint Centre of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, has revealed that India stands third in
the world among top 20 countries that are victims of internet
crimes. India has a huge part of the tech-savvy population.
Covid-19 has shown the importance of having a strong cyber
sec ity meas e hile o ani ations ha e done thei est
in trying to secure their employees, users and vendors from
cyberattacks. This brings a huge opportunity for the partners
to reach out their respective customers for resolving the issues.
Dipesh Kaura, General Manager, South Asia-kaspersky
spoke on, the commitment of Kaspersky from last 22 years and present in more than in 200
countries, which itself establishes on our global footprint we have into cyber industry that has
evolved organically. Today, we continue to serve and protect our customers from cybersecurity at
a point in time where we are talking about advanced cyber protection, advanced cyber defence,
where we have been instrumental in creating our own solutions to match the ever evolving threats
in the market. We are still continues to spend more than 30% of its revenue back into research and
development and getting into the latest technology for cyber defence.
When we are talking about cyber defence and Cyber Intelligence. We have the facility for
trusted partners and government stakeholders to review the company's code, software updates and

threat detection rules. The company opened
Transparency Centers in Zurich and Madrid. In
2020, new Transparency Centers will be opened
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and in São Paulo,
a il ec ity is all a o t mana in technolo y
smoothly. Dipesh spoke about the India team,
India is a very focused market for us and there
are new faces new people, new energy, new way
of doing businesses and completely new ways
of aligning to the market.

In a Fire side chat session:
Q: How the solutions of Kaspersky brings peace of mind to the cyber warriors/
Channel Partners of Kaspersky?
DIPESH: The ease of integration right now is making the adaptability of this technology
very easy. A partner would realise that it's much easier to instal Kaspersky solution in, and the
kind of response and manageability which has been offered by Kaspersky is quite easy and
convenient and is very adaptable and less complicated. We have also made the change, where
enterprises also willing to take it forward, it has helped to create a strong mindshare and business
opportunity in the small and medium business space .

Q: As the small business are one of the primary target of cyber criminals. How
do you insure them to afford a security solution.
DIPESH: We are trying to make the solution less complicated, more adaptable, that is an
inherent fear if you're trying to bring to the solution, but I think helping the customer in times
of trouble, where maybe he's in a situation of an attack any piece of guidance, that is where we
can step in and do the hand holding.

Q: What are the GTM strategy for addressing the need of the hour cyber
security solutions for those who have to work from home.
DIPESH: So I think from a channel perspective, see the entire purpose, from the customer
side has moved to the endpoint and I think this is the best time for Kaspersky because we started
this idea of cyber immunity about a year and a half ago.

Q: My last question is, there has been an issue of the finance and the cash
flow of the partners, been a big hit on this difficult time. How did you support
the channel.
DIPESH: Yeah, In fact, the small and medium business has been the most affected, also the
ones, the customers who have already seen with Kaspersky. We've done a lot of free trainings
for cyber awareness, hence the awareness level goes up and the protection tools can protect
themselves from the mistakes created by humans, the channel community. Myself have spent a
lot of time in training, training and empowering partners and customers both.
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Sachin Relwani, Head of Channel Sales,
South Asia, Kaspersky spoke about the
nited a tne o am and its enefits and
at the same time Nitin Dubey, Senior Presales Manager, South Asia spoke about the
newer products and solutions.
Lastly, we work with all the segments
whether the small and medium business,
Government / public sector and enterprise.
As we work with most of the segments, , you
need to suggest and come back to us and say
that they need to work in a new segment,
you have to probably walk around with it.

We are 100%
focused partner
driven company,
our entire business
transactions happens
by a partner, so that's
all transactions.

VAR SPEAK

Customers can protect their critical data across
edge, core, and cloud with the industry-leading
IDPA and software-defined solutions
SANJAY PATODIA

CEO & Director, Galaxy Office Automation

With the sudden lockdown in the country due to the pandemic,
many organizations got very little time to shift to the Work from
Home (WFH) culture. But Galaxy Office Automation helped its
customers with its wide array of solutions in this unprecedented
time, so that they could adopt the right approach towards the
new normal. Galaxy is the Titanium partner of Dell Technologies,
the highest level of partnership, and was awarded the ‘Partner
of the Year – 2019’ for India. In a chat with VARINDIA, Sanjay
Patodia, CEO & Director, Galaxy Office Automation, talks
about Work from Home, its challenges, cyber threats and how
Dell Technologies is enabling enterprises in this new normal –
Work from Home.

There is an unprecedented spike in remote work today.
How are your customers geared up for this new age of
remote workforce?
Many organizations found it difficult to move to WFH culture
during the pandemic as they got very little time to react to the
situation. We, at Galaxy, made sure that our customers adopt the
correct approach with our broad portfolio of solutions, from End
User Computing to Hybrid Cloud Solutions and Secure Endpoints
to Secure Cloud. Almost every customer has adopted Secure
Access for their employees. Additional security features were
introduced with the enhanced features of existing solutions. Every
customer is now planning to introduce remote work from home in
their employment policies, which will be in effect post-lockdown
as well. Customers are adopting VDI, Secure Access Solutions,
Virtualization, and Cloud for WFH Solutions at this time.

As a leading solutions provider, how is Galaxy Office
Automation geared to address the growing adoption of
Work from Home (WFH) challenges?
While WFH is turning into a new normal, our clients are faced with
multiple obstacles and challenges while doing so. IT leaders are
witnessing challenges like cybersecurity threats, infrastructure
breakdowns, denial-of-service attacks, and sites going down
because of traffic load, access to end points, etc.
Galaxy was agile and adapted to the situation very fast by
introducing remote support, and proactive health check-ups
for critical infrastructures of our customers. Galaxy teams were
available online and started working closely on Virtual Desktop
Solutions, GPU Virtualization, Secure Access with Authentication
and Authorization, Backup Solutions, Cloud Migration Services,
etc. for customers. We have implemented security solutions and
even delivered laptops for essential services for our customers
so that they could conduct their business in a safe and efficient
manner during lockdowns. Recently, we have also introduced
WFH productivity solutions for our customers.

In your view, what are some of the key challenges
faced by employees while working remotely,
especially in India? How are you working with Dell
Technologies to help your customers sail through these
challenges?
The employees may face basic technology problems like
availability of their office computers and a broadband
connection, using secure connections for corporate apps,

overloaded VPN bandwidth for using VDI/RDS/DaaS platform,
and quick IT support.
Dell Technologies is uniquely qualified to help our customers
equip and maintain a remote workforce. Dell’s infrastructure
and end-user solutions and the rapid and effective shift
of their employees with remote work capabilities were the
game-changers. They helped us with solutions including preconfigured endpoints, Virtual Desktop Solutions from VMware,
GPU Virtualization from NVIDIA, Data Protection solutions to
keep data safe and recover from attacks like ransomware or
endpoint data availability.

Employee experience and productivity is becoming
extremely important while enabling Remote Work
solutions. Therefore, RWS is not about just devices
but the entire ecosystem like displays and right
peripherals too. What is your take on it?
We offer the Dell Technologies Unified Workspace, which is a
portfolio of solutions focused on simplifying the PC lifecycle
environment with modern solutions for deployment, security,
management, and support. We work closely with Dell
Technologies to provide endpoint devices, displays, and smart
peripherals for connectivity and I/O Operations.

Working Remotely is also leading to crucial data
being exposed to cybercriminals. How are you
supporting your customer’s business-critical
technology needs with Dell Technologies solutions?
The security challenges presented by a remote workforce
are significant. One of the recommended innovative solution
is VMware Carbon Black, which is cloud-native endpoint
protection that prevents threats and gives customers’
actionable insights. We also recommend customers to consider
a remote workforce strategy that utilizes Dell Technologies’ Data
Protection Solutions to help ensure safe and reliable remote
backup. Customers can protect their critical data across edge,
core, and cloud with the Industry-leading Data Protection
Appliances (IDPA) and software-defined solutions.

As a leading player into IT Services and Solution in the
country, can you share your experience of working
with Dell Technologies? How is the organization
helping you address the new customer challenges
with regard to Remote Workforce Solutions?
Galaxy is the Titanium partner of Dell Technologies, the highest
level of partnership, and was awarded the ‘Partner of the
Year – 2019’ for India. Dell Technologies’ team works closely
with our teams and has vast experience and a wide range
of solutions that can help any enterprise enable Remote
WFH Solutions. They have an end-to-end solutions portfolio to
support customers with End Points, Servers, Storage, Backup &
Cloud Infrastructure, professional services, financing packages
and world-class support to help customers ensure business
continuity in these times. In a way, Dell Technologies has
supported our business continuity too with many additional
proactive partner program incentives & benefits which are
unique in the industry.
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ulti-factor authentication, Encryption and
Application Access Gateway Solutions help secure
corporate resources in Remote Work
S

ARA

GOWRA

Managing Director, GBB

The sudden spread of global pandemic, COVID-19, has changed the entire lifestyle of every individual and
especially the work front. The ongoing lockdown to curb the spread of the virus has compelled people to adopt
Work from Home (WFH). Not only are people trying to cope up with this new normal, but the situation has also
thrown a challenge to the technology partner community to gear up to meet the challenges and demands of
the present situation. In a chat with VARINDIA, Subbaram Gowra, anaging Director, Gowra its & ytes,
discusses about the rising demand of remote work, challenges of WFH, Remote Work Solutions, etc.
There is an unprecedented spike in remote work today.
How are your customers geared up for this new age of
remote workforce?
There are some interesting discussions happening around this
aspect, more than the customers alone, we as an ecosystem
or an industry must be geared up for this challenge now and
for the unforeseen/uncertain future.
As a leading solutions provider, how is Gowra its &
ytes geared to address the growing adoption of Work
from Home (WFH) challenges?
As an end-to-end System Integrator, we have dedicated SMEs
(Subject Matter Experts) with in-depth hands-on experience
cutting across areas like Network Transformation, Backup
Automation, Information Security, etc. Till now, we have
orchestrated and even successfully delivered more than 200+
turnkey IT Infrastructure projects, the nature of them being
mostly complex. This experience helped us better understand
the challenges and quickly come up with cost effective WFH
(Work from Home) solutions.
In your view, what are some of the key challenges
faced by employees while working remotely,
especially in India? How are you working with Dell
Technologies to help your customers sail through these
challenges?
What I feel is that it is more to do with a sudden culture
change (like work distractions, motivation levels, time
management, etc.). Of course, the internet speed and the
quality of the service delivered by the local ISPs does matter
a lot too for effective work delivery.
The advantage of working with Dell Technologies is that they
have a huge portfolio of solutions with workstations, laptops,
thin clients or deploying “VMware Workspace One” solutions.
Employee experience and productivity is becoming
extremely important while enabling Remote Work
solutions. Therefore, RWS is not just about devices but
the entire ecosystem like displays and right peripherals
too. What is your take on it?
It really matters what the budget or maturity of the customer
is. The huge portfolio of products and solutions from Dell
Technologies made our life much easier and as a System
Integrator, all we needed was an absolute clarity on the
scope of work and challenges.
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Working Remotely is also leading to crucial data being
exposed to cybercriminals. How are you supporting
your customer’s business-critical technology needs
with Dell Technologies solutions?
Traditional, RDP or VPN Solutions which are normally used as
a WFH solution are not full proof and secure. Luckily, we have
various options like Multi-factor Authentication, Encryption
and Application Access Gateway Solutions, which could be
used as stand alone or in combination, depending on the
customer’s challenge or the scenario in a way which enables
users working from any network be IT trusted LAN or untrusted
WAN or internet or mobile network to securely access
corporate resources without requiring any network changes.

Hitachi Systems icro Clinic, redefining its
customer engagements in the New Normal
TAR N SETH

MD
Hitachi Systems Micro Clinic

The pandemic has ushered in a slew of changes in our lives in a
matter of months. COVID-19, lockdown of the entire country and
100% Work from Home (WFH) are some unusual phenomena,
that have taken place over the last few months. This has brought
a 360-degree change in people’s daily lives, with only a handful
of organizations prepared to cope up with this new normal. In a
chat with VARINDIA, Tarun Seth, D, Hitachi Systems icro
Clinic, talks about a spike in remote workforce and how Hitachi
Systems Micro Clinic is addressing the challenges of Work from
Home, Remote Work Solutions, BCP, etc.
There is an unprecedented spike in remote work today.
How are your customers geared up for this new age of
remote workforce?
Surely, these unprecedented times have taken everyone and
every walk of life by surprise - from a normal working culture to a
lockdown state, where nothing but essentials could move. It was
a time when no one was sure about COVID-19 and how long
would there be a state of suspension. Customers had planned
BCP/WFH for 20% to 30% of employees or processes, but the
current situation invoked a 100% BCP status. Yes, some customers
were prepared, but most of them were not. The past few
months have been interesting in the space of new technology
adaptations. The key ingredient to success in these challenging
times has been our immediate adaptability to the needs of our
customers. We are witnessing how customers have changed
their business processes in these challenging times to implement
digital and remote workforce solutions.
As a leading solutions provider, how is Hitachi Systems
icro Clinic geared to address the growing adoption of
Work from Home (WFH) challenges?
These have been the most intimidating, interesting, and intriguing
times for businesses. As a solution provider, we quickly changed
our go-to-market strategy in order to provide solutions and
services to customers to adopt WFH effectively. We sold laptops
and security solutions. Our biggest differentiator lies in the IPs that
we deliver to our customers in the areas of remote management,
automation, monitoring, patch management, software
deployment, asset management and IT compliance. We
ensured our implementation and support team were available
on ground to assist customers to implement these solutions and
seamlessly initiate WFH. It has been challenging, however as an
organization, we embraced the change and stood strong with
our customers in these tough times.

In your view, what are some of the key challenges
faced by employees while working remotely,
especially in India? How are you working with Dell
Technologies to help your customers sail through these
challenges?
WFH was always considered a thing of the western world. In
India, we always believed in going to the office and getting our
job done. We always questioned the effectiveness, efficiency
and quality of work done by employees working from home.
As we settle into this new normal, we began to realize that it
can be effective and efficient for a lot of functions across the
organizations. Some of the bigger challenges that we faced
during this time were focusing on our employees’ mental well-

being and keeping them positive and motivated. We focused on
their health, mental stability, positive attitude and kept them stay
motivated throughout.
When the going gets tough, the tough gets going. With Dell
Technologies, we demonstrated the true power of partnership.
We worked with Dell Technologies to provide remote work
solutions for our customers by delivering and installing more
than 15000 laptops, thus enabling them to seamlessly initiate
BCP. Together with Dell Technologies, we are also working on
various business models and offerings to help our customers in
these tough times, implementing solutions they need to run their
business as usual.
Employee experience and productivity is becoming
extremely important while enabling Remote Work
solutions. Therefore, RWS is not about just devices but the
entire ecosystem like displays and right peripherals too.
What is your take on it?
Technology has transformed the workspaces of today. There
are interdependent underlying technologies which are part of
remote work solutions. To be productive, it is not just the device,
but it is also about the internet connection, business applications,
remote support and most importantly, enabling security to
protect the organization’s data. Therefore, organizations enabling
work from home for their employees must consider every aspect
of employee experience and productivity.
Working Remotely is also leading to crucial data being
exposed to cybercriminals. How are you supporting your
customer’s business-critical technology needs with Dell
Technologies solutions?
In a Work from Home (WFH) scenario, the weakest link is the
endpoint used by the user, to access the corporate applications
and data. That is where we are advising our customers to
enhance security posture from various threats. The first one is
malware, attacking the system that may not be adequately
protected. Dell Technologies offers next-gen endpoint security
solutions that can protect the user from all kinds of attacks,
including the latest zero-day attacks for which no signature is
available. We are helping organizations to put checks on the
end user system that ensure the corporate data is not accessible
unless the system is up to date. We are deploying data protection
solutions on endpoint to ensure that corporate data cannot be
sent outside without an authorization.

As a leading player into IT Services and Solution in the
country, can you share your experience of working
with Dell Technologies? How is Dell Technologies
helping you address the new customer challenges with
regard to Remote Workforce solutions?
As we prepare our organization for a post COVID era, our
strategy has evolved too. Our strategic focus is to drive growth
and enable our customers with solutions which blend with
their digital ecosystem to propel their organization through
the uncertainties. Dell Technologies fits right into our strategic
goals to create remote and secure working environment for
our customers. To meet the dynamic demands of customers,
we are collaborating on HCI and cloud technologies to move
applications to and from on-premises to cloud.
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A strong end-to-end virtual infrastructure has
enabled our customers to achieve business
continuity through digital transformation
RANJAN CHOPRA
MD, Team Computers

The workplaces are continuously adopting digital transformation
as organizations are either working from home (WFH) or having
a satellite office. A majority of organizations, which include
IT companies, business process outsourcing firms, small and
medium businesses, etc. have adopted Work from Home and this
will be the new normal even after the lockdown. It is expected
that by the end of 2020, most of India’s workforce is going to work
from home and hence, organizations must equip themselves
for the same. Team Computers is empowering its customers with
robust infrastructure and solutions to enable remote working.
In a chat with VARINDIA, Ranjan Chopra, D, Team
Computers, talks about the shift towards WFH, its challenges,
RWS and much more.

There is an unprecedented spike in remote work today.
How are your customers geared up for this new age of
remote workforce?
Workplaces are transforming digitally more than ever.
Organizations are switching to work from home or working from
satellite offices or remote locations. Users are opting for cloud
applications, skipping the VPN, and enjoying the freedom to
work from anywhere and everywhere.
Work from home has worked out well for a lot of companies,
especially information technology (IT) and IT services. Around
90% of employees of IT companies and 70-80% of business
process outsourcing firms, as well as small and medium
businesses, including e-commerce, have moved to work from
home setups. This seems to be the new normal even after the
lockdown is over. In fact, a lot of Indian start-ups aim to have
most of their employees work permanently from home, following
similar announcements by Facebook, Google, and Twitter
announcing work from home for their employees till 2021.

As a leading solutions provider, how is Team
Computers geared to address the growing adoption of
Work from Home (WFH) challenges?
At Team Computers, we provide end-to-end IT infrastructure
services. We are enabling our customers to ensure business
continuity through digital transformation. We are providing
them with better infrastructure and solutions to facilitate remote
working, collaboration solutions for seamless communication,
right devices for users, cloud services and security solutions. We
also have two command centers in Gurgaon and Bengaluru,
from where we provide IT support to our customers 24x7 to keep
their businesses running without worrying about the downtime.

In your view, what are some of the key challenges
faced by employees while working remotely,
especially in India? How are you working with Dell
Technologies to help your customers sail through these
challenges?
We all are living in a new world that is encouraged by digital
transformation. By the end of 2020, half of the Indian workforce
will be working remotely. Organizations should be armed with
the right strategies to tackle the distractions of remote working
by this time. In the first place, employees should be equipped
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with the best fit remote working devices. Secondly, backend
processes should be strong for better storage servers and secure
database infrastructure. Furthermore, for coordination and better
communication among the team members, there should be
a common platform to interact. Last and most importantly, the
security of data should not be compromised with, one should
have secure data centers to protect one’s valuable information.

Employee experience and productivity are becoming
extremely important while enabling Remote Work
Solutions (RWS). Therefore, RWS is not just about devices
but the entire ecosystem like displays and right
peripherals too. What is your take on it?
Absolutely, if you want to work remotely, you have to embrace
technology. And this applies not only to the devices like a laptop,
tablet, or a smartphone, but also to different types of tools
installed on these devices like apps, software, etc. The entire IT
eco-system needs to enable remote working. Along with the
mobility devices, companies should also have collaboration
solutions in place for seamless communication between
employees and enterprise-grade security to protect data from
attacks like ransomware. There should be data on-premises
as well as on cloud and solutions to manage these multiple
platforms efficiently.

Working Remotely is also leading to crucial data being
exposed to cybercriminals. How are you supporting
your customer’s business-critical technology needs
with Dell Technologies solutions?
Dell Technologies has solutions uniquely positioned to provide
complete end-to-end virtual infrastructure solutions that are
flexible, reliable, scalable, and easy to deploy. Their VDI delivers
workforce transformation, by empowering end-users without
compromising security while streamlining IT resources and
management. We are very well experienced and positioned
to provide a complete edge to core to cloud solutions by Dell
technologies.
To protect endpoints, we are providing VMware Carbon Black,
which is a cloud-native endpoint protection that prevents threats,
gives actionable insights and helps to operate faster and more
effectively.

As a leading player into IT Services and Solution in the
country, can you share your experience of working
with Dell Technologies? How is Dell Technologies
helping you address the new customer challenges with
regard to Remote Workforce Solutions?
• Dell Technologies has launched Remote Work solutions i.e.
Latitude mobility solution which includes laptops, display,
docking station, headsets, and other products which are used
to establish a perfect and effective home office setup.
• Dell Technologies also launched few ready bundles for VDI
solutions for creating virtual environments.
• The organization has rolled out the Payment Flexibility
Program, which includes 0% interest rates and up to a 180-day
payment deferral.

DA Infosolutions leveraging on edge to
cloud solutions to enable effective WFH for
customers
DEEPA JADHA

Director, VDA Infosolutions

As the spread of COVID-19 virus has led the country towards lockdown, many organizations have been forced to
adopt Work from Home (WFH). VDA Infosolutions is a front runner in Digital Transformation technologies and has
immense experience in rolling out digital transformation for customers by extending onsite/offsite services. On this
backdrop, Deepak Jadhav, Director, DA Infosolutions, shares his views on this difficult situation, challenges
faced during this time and how Dell Technologies is supporting businesses.

There is an unprecedented spike in remote work today.
How are your customers geared up for this new age of
remote workforce?
Yes, it is an unprecedented and unheard-of situation and
everyone is going through it for the first time. Under such
circumstances, there are three type of customers that we
have. The first type typically had some exposure to remote
working but practiced only during travel or emergency.
They had their setup ready but not to full capacity, these
are typically the ITeS customers who did not face too many
issues in adapting to remote working culture. The second
type of customers were the BFSI/large enterprises that had
remote working facility only for the higher management or
for selected staff due to compliance issues. These customers
faced a lot of issues while adapting to new remote working
culture with respect to devices and applications. These
customers saw a sudden uprising demand for laptops,
rebuilding images, etc. However, with time they are gradually
coping with the shift. The third type of customers were
completely taken aback as they neither had any culture nor
setup ready. These customers suffered the most and needed
maximum support.
As a leading solutions provider, how is DA
Infosolutions geared to address the growing adoption
of Work from Home (WFH)?
We were on the forefront of these technologies and
have the experience and exposure in setting up digital
transformation for customers by extending onsite/off site
services. We also have complete backing from technology
vendors in extending support during the critical period. What
was required from us, was to replicate the remote working
setup for multiple customers and extend setup for existing
customers. Most of our customers’ workforce were working
remotely for the first time. Hence, they needed initial handholding and support. Our services team did a commendable
job in hand-holding these new users.
In your view, what are some of the key challenges
faced by employees while working remotely,
especially in India? How are you working with Dell
Technologies to help your customers sail through these
challenges?
In India, the culture of remote work is yet to become a
norm and many people are not used to it. They face

issues pertaining to a proper setup to work, connectivity,
etc. Security is a major concern when it comes to making
appropriate setup in application for access, and more. Dell
Technologies has end-to-end solutions from edge to core to
cloud, including
ware that offers seamless solutions for
remote working, either on prim or on cloud.
Employee experience and productivity are becoming
extremely important while enabling Remote Work
solutions (RWS). Therefore, RWS is not just about devices
but the entire ecosystem like displays and right
peripherals too. What is your take on it?
RWS is a total experience. If a setup is good but display/
camera/sound are not updated or compatible, then the
users cannot work efficiently. Dell Technologies has helped
to retain the same efficiency and productivity by delivering
cutting-edge remote devices to customers.
Working remotely is also leading to crucial data being
exposed to cybercriminals. How are you supporting
your customer’s business-critical technology needs
with Dell Technologies solutions?
We have a separate vertical for security solutions and
since every customer has unique issues, our tech team
has evaluated the entire process and has devised proper
measures to mitigate the same. Dell Technologies and
VMware have the best of the breed remote services solutions
mitigating most cyber security risks which we had mastered;
hence, we did not face any issues.
As a leading player into IT Services and Solution in the
country, can you share your experience of working
with Dell Technologies? How is Dell Technologies
helping you address the new customer challenges with
regards to Remote Workforce solutions?
As mentioned earlier, Dell Technologies offers end-to-end
solutions from edge to core to cloud, taking care of the entire
setup. Customers have a choice of buying in whichever
way they are comfortable either capex or opex mode from
a single source. Dell Technologies’ local team as well entire
leadership team was with us, extending full support during
this crisis by giving us guidance and extending all possible
help to meet our customers’ expectations. Financial help was
extended by way of relaxing MDF along with free trainings
to partners and help meet the changing demands of the
customers by enhancing skills of technical workforce.
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The ‘new normal’ witnesses
technical advantages brought
by the hybrid and multi-cloud
At present ‘work-from-home’ is the new normal, cloud computing delivers
opportunities for both business and social innovation as well as modernizing ICT.
Cloud provides a platform for industries to develop and deploy new processes,
systems and offerings that make their services more competitive.
Cloud computing refers to an on-demand, self-service internet infrastructure
that enables the user to access computing resources anytime from anywhere. It
is s ally classified on the asis o location o on the se ice that the clo d is
o e in
ased on a clo d location it can e classified as
lic i ate y id
and omm nity lo d mon these y id clo d se ices a e po e l eca se
they i e sinesses eate cont ol o e thei p i ate data y id clo d se ices
bring technical advantages for the industries.
a in a clo d comp tin en i onment y id clo d ses a mi o on
premises, private cloud and third-party, public cloud services with orchestration
between the two platforms. By allowing workloads to move between private and
public clouds as computing needs and costs change, hybrid cloud gives businesses
eate e i ility and mo e data deployment options
y id clo d is also pa tic la ly al a le o dynamic o hi hly chan ea le
o loads i data p ocessin is anothe hy id clo d se case y id clo d also
ena les an ente p ise to se oade mi o
se ices
Firms have long been concerned about how to control where data is stored
and who has access. There is a raising security concern as everyone is working
from home. In this current scenario hybrid cloud can be opted as a solution for
the concerns.
nte p ise o loads on clo d and inc easin adoption o aa and se e less
approaches, organizations are already looking at reduced infrastructure and related
ope atin e penses d in this c itical pe iod
tomation po e ed y a io s
technologies and converging together in the cloud platform, will help organizations
mana e thei o loads emotely in a mo e e ficient ay y id clo d comp tin
offers enterprises crucial control over their data and improved security by reducing
the potential e pos e o data
n the elo comments ind st y ete ans ha e e p essed thei ie s on the
adoption of cloud services in different types of industries, about security breaches
and the future of hybrid cloud.

SURESH KUMAR
Partner & CIO
Grant Thornton Advisory
“Cloud has changed the way enterprises
plan and operate their IT infrastructure,
applications and services. One of the
biggest advantages of Cloud is business
continuity. The entire business continuity
strategy of an enterprise can be centered
on Cloud. As cloud offers continuity of
services in case of any disaster, enterprises
can have their DR and backup operations
on cloud even for applications hosted out
of data center. In the current pandemic
situation, cloud has helped organizations continue their businesses without impact.
Cloud can provide IT resources for the agility required by businesses. IT
eso ces can e ta en and confi ed ic ly and o the time e i ed any a
times, organizations require a new business project to be tried before it is actually
la nched and e i ility o clo d ens es the e is no cape e penses need to e
inc ed he eso ces can e scaled p as needed e y ic ly ost sta t ps ha e
used cloud effectively for fast growth. The current business environment is making
all organizations act like startups and cloud is helping in getting the right resources at
the right time.
Though cloud service providers take necessary steps to ensure security of data
on their cloud, breaches do happen. To mitigate risk of security breach, organizations
can chose to eep thei confidential in o mation in
eso ces in thei data cente o
private cloud. All other data can be kept on public cloud which offers cost advantage.
y id clo d o e s est o oth o lds and yes e can conside it as the est option

SUBROTO PANDA
Chief Information Officer Information Technology
Group, Anand and Anand
“The need of the hour is to manage the enterprise
application ecosystem at a large scale, remotely and in
a secured manner, which has triggered organizations
to evaluate and recalibrate their strategy towards
accelerated cloud adoption to increase resilience
and agility within the technology backbone of the
companies at large.
Cloud is a server in Data center that hosts several
number of servers and server-based software, which
tenants can access from anywhere, at any time. With
a clo d in ast ct e the la fi m s se e and
platform is replaced by a hosted and managed virtual
desktop that enables your entire staff to access
applications and doc ments incl din
od
cel
Outlook, practice management, and billing software)
sin any de ice a
ac i ad etc
he enefits o sin the clo d a te all a e
indisputable, including scalability, reduced costs, less
den on
and apid deployment t o la fi ms
this c eates a comple con nd m
e y p actice has
a heightened need for security and compliance, thanks
to sensiti e client in o mation and fi ms o all si es a e
understandably concerned about the safety of using
public cloud computing services. In addition, even
today, many practice management and other software
packages require a server, which has traditionally been
on-site, making cloud adoption daunting.
A hybrid cloud model helps organizations increase
their speed to market by optimizing IT performance
and providing the agility needed to meet changing
siness demands
y id clo d models imp o e
business continuity and reduce potential downtime and
resulting costs. Business continuity basically means that
in the event of a failure or disaster, business operations
are able to continue as usual with minimal downtime
or interruption.
a fi ms choose he e to ho se thei data and
workloads based on compliance, policy, or security
requirements. The hybrid environment also lets
security teams standardize redundant cloud storage,
which is an important aspect of disaster recovery and
data insurance.
A hybrid cloud’s centralized management also
makes it easier to implement strong technical security
measures such as encryption, automation, access
control, orchestration, and endpoint security so you
can mana e is e ecti ely
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“Cloud provides a level
of abstraction and location
independence to business
continuity, both of which are
essential in a business-critical
ptime scena io
o in
to cloud implies a level of
independence with regards
to facility and infrastructure
that
gives
substantial
e i ility
to
siness
leadership by dynamically
econfi in ope ations and
critical functions for service

continuity.
While it may seem like a distant requirement to consider taking all
applications on the cloud given the latency and the security concerns, it
still helps eno mo sly to ha e capacity and eso ces on tap o eo e
from a CIO’s perspective, it is a vital element of the business continuity
plans.
Cloud is therefore almost the only option for organizations to cater
to apid o th cycles
siness can late ta e the call to e la i e
their on-premise footprint to accommodate the growth and this may
therefore not be permanent but on a short notice, it is certainly the best
if not the only option.
ec ity eaches a e a comple
nction o people technolo y and
p ocess that at est is di fic lt to anti y he t ade o s et een sec ity
and compliance on one hand and convenience and user friendliness on
the other is well established and the solution to this trade-off is a matter
of building awareness (early on), maturing to a culture of information
security that takes care of people and process equally.
y id clo ds complicate matte s o sec ity e pe ts
t i
p ope ly confi ed o e s stantial isi ility into the actions o
employees, associates and partners in a way that anomalies can be quickly
detected and addressed. Toolsets are now substantially more evolved and
user-friendly, leading to quicker detection and analysis of incidents and
threats. The network effect of the community of security partners and
users in responding to threats and incidents also kicks in much quicker,
ensuring that breaches are addressed or mitigated quicker than before.
n intelli ent mi t e o on p emise p i ate and p lic clo ds is the
est hed e o an optimal sec ity p ofile

“Cloud computing can
definitely ma e it easie o
the business to carry on in
the event of an incident. All
key applications and services
deli e ed y aa ill contin e
to run automatically and in
accordance with a business
continuity plan. Also in this
COVID-19 situation Cloud
bought a relief to business,
employees work did not get
hampered as 90% originations
had their setup migrated to
cloud. It is easy to setup and cost for hardware is reduced.
The cloud allows organizations to decrease the time it takes to
provision IT infrastructure, speeding delivery of IT projects that are
critical to revenue growth or cost reduction. Teams are able to work more
e ficiently hile emainin st ate ically ali ns hich allo s o ani ations
to go-to-market faster. Its resources get a chance to learn new things
and do the setup in minimum cost, this saves company cost in terms of
resources and admin costs.
y id clo d e e s to a mi ed comp tin sto a e and se ices
environment made up of on-premises infrastructure, private cloud
se ices and a p lic clo d s ch as ma on e e ices
o
ic oso t
e ith o chest ation amon the a io s plat o ms y id
clo d option i es o ani ations the e i ility to s ppo t thei emote
and distributed employees with on-demand access to data that is not
tied to one central location. Cost is a key factor for many organizations
considering migrating to the cloud. A hybrid cloud is a great option for
companies that want more security and control of their data but need a
cost-effective way to scale their operations to meet spikes in demand (as
well as long-term growth).
The hybrid cloud option means organizations can house their core,
business-critical, and sensitive data on their private, on-premise servers
hile o oadin less sensiti e data and applications to the p lic clo d
A hybrid cloud environment gives businesses greater control over
their data. As business needs to evolve and the demand for IT services
ct ates o ani ations can scale thei o loads acco din ly he hy id
environment also lets security teams standardize redundant cloud storage,
hich is an impo tant aspect o disaste eco e y and data ins ance

YOGENDRA SINGH
HEAD-IT/SAP, Barista Coffee Company
“The cloud offers the ability for rapid provisioning of computing resources and scaling those resources to
align with changing business needs. Organizations can provision the infrastructure and computing resources
they need, when needed and then scale back when they are no longer required. Cloud computing offers your
siness many enefits t allo s yo to set p hat is essentially a i t al o fice to i e yo the e i ility o
connecting to your business anywhere, any time. With the growing number of web-enabled devices used in
today's business environment (e.g. smartphones, tablets), access to your data is even easier.
otectin yo data and systems is an impo tant pa t o
siness contin ity plannin
hethe yo
e pe ience a nat al disaste po e ail e o othe c isis ha in yo data sto ed in the clo d ens es it is
backed up and protected in a secure and safe location. Being able to access your data again quickly allows you
to conduct business as usual, minimising any downtime and loss of productivity.
o in to clo d comp tin may ed ce the cost o mana in and maintainin yo
systems athe than p chasin e pensi e systems and
e ipment o yo
siness yo can ed ce yo costs y sin the hi hly e pe ienced and ed cated eso ces o yo clo d comp tin se ice
provider. You may be able to reduce your operating costs.
y id clo d e e s to a mi ed comp tin sto a e and se ices en i onment made p o on p emises in ast ct e p i ate clo d se ices and
a public cloud with orchestration among the various platforms. Using a combination of public clouds, on-premises computing, and private clouds in
yo data cante means that yo ha e a hy id clo d in ast ct e he p ima y enefit o a hy id clo d is a ility ot e e ythin elon s to a p lic
clo d hich is hy so many o ani ations a e choosin a hy id clo d se ices y id clo ds o e the enefits o oth p lic and p i ate clo ds and
ta e ad anta e o e istin a chitect e in a data cante he hy id app oach allo s applications and components to inte ope ate ac oss o nda ies
o e ample clo d e s s on p emises
nless yo ha e clea c t needs lfilled y only a p lic clo d sol tion o only a p i ate clo d sol tion hy limit yo options hoose a hy id
clo d app oach and yo can tap the ad anta es o oth o lds sim ltaneo sly
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D V SESHU KUMAR

GYAN PRAKASH

Asst. Vice President – IT Head, Orient Cement

VP - Enterprise IT, SCADA Geoinformatics

“There is a demand as
established companies move
towards cloud technologies,
companies
e pand
departments
and
new
companies. Great opportunities
o
lfillin
o
ith eat
pay. Overall, it is a great time to
be in the cloud computing.
Cloud computing, and
indeed the whole concept of
o t a e as a e ice
aa
is continuing to grow in
popularity. Already, these new
web-based models of software distribution are completely transforming
the way in which companies’ access and store their business-critical
applications and data.
ne ey enefit o clo d comp tin oc ses on the
in ast ct e
itsel
st on aa p o ide ill ha e sophisticated systems that o e a
much greater level of resilience than most businesses could ever create
o themsel es
te all the aa se ice p o ide s hole
siness
depends on the service that it is providing. The important thing is to
choose a ep ta le aa se ice p o ide then sinesses ill inc ease
their resiliency and strengthen their business continuity plans with agility,
e i ility and scala ility
The cloud allows organizations to decrease the time it takes to
provision IT infrastructure, speeding delivery of IT projects that are
critical to revenue growth or cost reduction. While a physical server could
take days or weeks to procure and provision, a cloud server takes minutes.
o in to clo d comp tin may ed ce the do ntime o mana in
and maintaining IT systems. Rather than establishing data centres and
p chasin e pensi e systems and e ipment o
siness needs t all
depends on the business model and approach. Traditional businesses like
man act in etc those ind st ies ha in at demand o consistency in
the demand across the seasons, for those cloud computing may workout
little e pensi e othe ise domains li e ecomme ce etc he e one cannot
predict the demand will work out cloud computing very cost effective.
y id clo d comp tin p o ide s e pose a set o so t a e se
inte aces
s and
s to allo
se s to mana e and inte act ith
se ices he sec ity is dependent on the sec ity o these
s lo d is
safer than on-premise say that majority of security leaders.
Research results says that security professionals believe that the risk of
a security breach is the same or lower in cloud environments compared to
on-premise, it also says multi-cloud approach is seen to be more risky than
hy id and sin le clo d app oaches

“Cloud based business
continuity creates operational
resiliency
easier,
faster
and more economical for
organizations. Enterprises now
ha e the l
y o tac lin
downtime in system – the bane
of any business that can stall
production and impact revenue
seamlessly nd the enefits
for company who take business
continuity to the cloud are
immense
ode n ente p ise
needs clo d ased
due its features as high availability, accessibility at remote locations, with
easy back-ups, easy to restore mechanism from cloud, affordable and costeffective solutions. Organization’s business and technical teams need to
each a consens s on
and
al es o the
sol tion
sequentially categorize all data, systems and applications based on priority.
Organization needs to leverage this by designing a cloud solution that
manages data hierarchically – start with data storage, followed by backup
and esto e and finally le e a in disaste eco e y d in a c isis
Cloud is a model for enabling ubiquitous convenient, on-demand IT
net o access to a sha ed pool o confi a le comp tin eso ces e
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services). Cloud providers
share their physical or virtual resources to their customers via internet to
remote places. There are industry standard’s pay rates from various cloud
providers with various terms and conditions.
nte p ises no adays need the technolo ical a ility e i ility and
cost optimization that public cloud offers and the security, reliability and
control that private cloud provides. They are increasingly moving towards
hybrid cloud environments that are a win-win for them on all counts.
Importantly, the combination of the public-private cloud means they can
choose a suitable environment based on their workloads. While, hybrid
cloud adoption is on trending, the security of such hybrid environments
becomes important. Enterprises will do well to treat hybrid cloud security
as a collaborative effort with their cloud service provider. A shared
responsibility leads to a proactive mindset and helps identify any lacunae in
the system o p ocesses y id clo d sec ity a ies siness to siness
due to deviation in business processes. To reduce the likelihood of human
errors, enterprises can consider codifying secure processes into automated
o o s
ni o m identity and access mana ement ame o
ill
go a long way in protecting assets in hybrid environments. Access control
ass mes si nificance in this ame o o oth p lic and p i ate clo d
en i onments he ein employees and e te nal cons ltants et access only
to the eso ces they need

DR. RAJEEV PAPNEJA
Chief Growth Officer, ESDS Software Solution
“Cloud promised and delivered few things that made the enterprises rethink, and ultimately for majority of
them it seems to have become an affordable affair compared to the loss incurred for even a small downtime in
availability of systems. Also, in today’s eCommerce world, reputation loss takes precedence over business loss.
The biggest advantage that cloud provides to organizations is on-demand provisioning of resources,
thereby decreasing the time to market for new offerings by organizations considerably. While purchasing a
server could take anywhere from weeks to months, on cloud, it can be provisioned in matter of minutes. It
also p o ides cost e ecti e aa
aa sol tions to e pe iment on ne technolo ies and siness models
itho t any hea y capital e pendit e and ith the peace o mind that they ill not e st c ith in ast ct e
o any so t a e o li e i it doesn t t n o t as e pected ith the pain o mana in in ast ct e and
platforms out of the way, CIO’s can put more of their time in transforming the organization digitally to create
new arenas for growth.
ltimate sec ity is a myth ec ity is an on oin p ocess and the e is no ma ic llet that can a antee it ope ly desi ned and ell tho ht
y id clo d a chitect e can help the o ani ations to dec ease the n m e o
eaches hile ma in the least possi le e pendit e on sec ity
services. With hybrid cloud model, the organizations can use the public cloud counterpart for hosting data that is not mission critical, thereby having
more control of critical data in-house. While on the other hand, if the data is required to follow certain compliance guidelines and the primary
atacente does not ha e the compliance handy hy id model can come to esc e hile on one end it is t e that it is di fic lt to steal i yo don t
know where the data resides, it is not to be forgotten that majority of these attacks are insider driven and hence unavoidable in many cases. With hybrid
cloud model, it might become a little more tedious for the attacker since a) the attacker is not well versed with the security layers of the cloud service
p o ide
eeps on pdatin the a chitect e ith contin o s a dits happenin on e la asis andwww.varindia.com
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FAIZ REHMAN ABBASI
National Business Head - India & SAARC (Collaboration), Barco
“The outbreak of the coronavirus worldwide has fundamentally shaken up the business landscape and
changed the way we work. While we were already preparing for the digital future of work, driven by mobile
connectivity, cognitive tools and cloud, COVID-19 accelerated the transformation – pushing enterprises
to enable remote working for their workforce, and increase business resiliency, by embracing digital
transformation at unprecedented speed.
As our work gets supported by an ecosystem of remote resources, we are certainly going to leapfrog into
a ne mode o o
he ein o ani ations ill allo employees to choose et een o in in an o fice o
workspace, working remotely, or alternating between the two.
his ne no mal is the y id o place in hich technolo y is oin to play a pi otal ole
hich
ill e a lend o the physical and i t al e pe iences to eep the co located teams on the same pa e ith
those that are remote.
Technological innovations provide a vital link between business leaders, employees, customers, and supply chains, as the world is learning how to
adjust to the new ‘normal’.
he o ani ations a e finally em acin a t ly hy id model o emote and in o fice o in
ith team mem e s sin ideo calls o meetin s
and colla o ation ch inno ations o e ente p ises ne oppo t nities o o th as they ena le ette p od cti ity and inte ope a ility hile ma in
the o space mo e a ile and e ficient
t a co o
ey p io ity is ena lin hy id o spaces th o h sol tions that o e seamless colla o ati e e pe iences s ch as the i eless
con e encin sol tion a co lic ha e on e ence he inno ati e p od ct la nched ea lie this yea o e s ente p ises sec e sol tions o close
colla o ation and imme si e con e encin e pe iences ens in a cohesi e hy id o station
We are greatly concerned about the graveness of cyber threats and our solutions are designed to withstand such perils. Cyber-attacks have greatly
increased during work from home and enterprises and individuals require secure and trustworthy products to counter possible breaches. Barco’s
lic ha e on e ence is the pe ect e ample o its oc s on minimisin cy e th eats esi ned ith sa ety p i acy and confidentiality in mind a co
lic ha e ecei ed the
ce tification in ea ly
ens in e handle oth data and sec ity in line ith ind st y standa d p ocesses e also
implement necessa y fi es and ad anced eat es ith e e y a te ly elease to ens e minim m lne a ility o o sol tions

ARIJIT DASGUPTA

SANJEEV SINHA

Head-IT, Rupa & Company

IT & Digitization, India Power Corporation
"As we are into the
manufacturing industry –
manufacturing
business
domain has not clutched cloud
technology yet is something
unpleasant scenario.

As per Industry 4.0,
automation in manufacturing
and digital transformation
have shown the industry
to stay a oat ith ena lin
technologies like AI, IoT, IIoT,
Blockchain etc., along with the
cloud only. Every equipment,
plant, factory or supply chain transaction that is connected to the cloud
helps p o essional mana ement to eep o anisations a oat ith di ital
transformation is capable of giving employees secured and remote access
to process essential data which has greatly helped the industry.
Finally– Cloud has enhanced the manufacturing industry by making
the processes streamline in a faster manner and every successive stage
more productive, cost-effective, and collaborative.
Grasp new normal like workplace reality in terms of setting up remote
o s olla o atin amon teams team mem e s ith a o da le
seamless communications (audio and video) to take decisions instantly,
working together towards achieving the goal quickly.
Cloud-based internet security is an outsourced solution for any
databank. Instead of having data locally, users prefer to store it on the
cloud for accessing it anytime from anywhere with any devices using the
internet. Data Centres manage these servers to keep the data safe and
secure to access seamlessly on the internet.
Enterprises are moving to cloud solutions to solve a variety of issues.
s a e sin the clo d to c t costs
s a e t nin to the clo d as
the best way to store sensitive data easily with a cost effective manner, less
headaches for their organisations.
mail is the i est e ample ost o anisations don t othe sa in
emails to their own storage because devices are always connected to the
Internet always."
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enefits o clo d ha e
been seen in light of higher
uptime, higher security and
playin si nificant ole in p ttin
enterprise’s disaster recovery
plan in place
o e e the
recent pandemic has shown that
high accessibility of data has
become equally important to
facilitate work from anywhere.
Today, business continues
with people working from
home o fice
othe
a eas
Organizations with cloud
computing services have switched to work for anywhere seamlessly and
ha e contin ed ith thei
siness ence a ood clo d st ate y is the
need o the ho to ens e hi h le el o
siness contin ity o e and
more organizations have realized it and this is proven from the demand
surge seen in data centers.
Compared to on-premises hosting, most cloud hosting is safer, more
reliable and scalable. Investing in IT resources even when need is less was
investing only for future. Cloud allows investing for the present and hence
delays hi he in estment till scaled p needs come p ence loo in
at total cost of ownership over reasonable people of 5 -10 years, cloud
solution offers better value for money and hence makes better business
sense. Also, many organizations go for managed hosting and hence take
the enefit o sha ed manpo e itho t in estin hea ily on ildin
such teams.
y id clo d sol tion has een a clo d st ate y and need o many
organizations because of agility and because they want to optimize use
o thei o n in ast ct e too o e e despite the enefits o ha in
hybrid architecture, most such cloud system come with a concern –
security. This has been an important problem haunting organization.
While encryption of data has often been a possible solution to many
security concerns, the high visibility and control has been an issue to solve.
his means that since data is not isi le easily it ecome di fic lt to cont ol
it ence it is impo tant to eco ni e s ch a need and p t a tomation tool
to p o ide ette cont ol and isi ility to the enti e hy id a chitect e

SANDEEP JAMDAGNI

MANSI THAPAR

Head IT, Ashiana Housing

IT Leader, Head - Information Security, Jaquar Group

“Cloud services bring opportunity of building on demand or payas-you-go model for the business continuity program. Traditional
siness contin e p o am
e i e ed ndant eso ces and
i
d et to eep the
ope ational
lo d mana ed se ice
p o ide s p o ides c stome s ith mo e e i ility and m ch less
cost/maintenance. Already some of the organizations only use the
cloud as an alternate operating site.

“Besides keeping critical data, applications and processes secure
and the net o
nnin
mode n
depa tments a e nde
constant pressure to implement new technologies that enable the
business.

Organizations maintain their own data centre for normal
operations and switches to the cloud during contingencies.
In the COVID-19 lockdowns, most of Business continuity
programs were redesigned for the new normal of Work From
ome le i ility o inc easin o dec easin eso ces as pe
demand, make cloud infrastructure most suitable solution for the
scena io lo d p o ides the act al eso ce cons mption
details on any particular time of operation, which help in managing
the cost and budgets. Real time resource and cost management is the
enefit o clo d se ices
lo d se ices ma e an o anisation mo e a ile and e i le in
terms of IT resources. One can customize what is required and till
hen it ill e e i ed o lon te m commitments eso ces
can be increased or decreased at anytime without any lead time.
Organization hesitate on doing capital investments in infrastructure
and services which may or may not be required in future, as its to
di fic lt to p edict e act o th lo d se ices p o ided
model of investment, which is purely as per consumption. One have
to pay for what they have consumed.
o in to clo d om on p emises ill definitely inc easin yo
attack surface area, but that doesn’t mean that cloud is unsecure.
Data security on cloud is joint responsibility of Cloud service
p o ide and c stome
e ice p o ide is esponsi le o the
availability of cloud infrastructure and customer is responsible for
the implementation of correct and required data security solutions.
ost o the clo d data eaches happened eithe d e to miss
confi ation o c stome didn t o on sec in the eso ces and
just relied on basic security provided by the cloud service provider.
Data security is an serious affair, it should be properly understood
and implemented by the organisations, without relying 100% on the
third party service providers.
Data security plan should be reviewed continuously and
imp o ements to e done as pe ne eme in th eats

A viable tool for disaster recovery and business continuity is
the cloud. Because cloud computing relies heavily on hardwareindependent virtualization technology, it enables enterprises to quickly
back up data, applications, and even operating systems to a remote
data center (or cloud). Faster uploads and downloads of important
computing elements naturally translate into faster recovery times for
the business.
Cloud based business continuity has made achieving operational
resiliency easier, faster and more economical. Organizations now have
the l
y o tac lin do ntime the ane o any siness that can
stall p od ction and impact e en e seamlessly nd the enefits o
organizations who take business continuity to the cloud are immense.
Availability, easy restoration and back-ups, anytime / anywhere
and cost effectiveness has paved the way for cloud acceptance for
business continuity planning in various organisations
If an organisation has a hybrid cloud they have to deal with
security. Whether it is pairing private and public cloud or running a
comple m lti clo d a chitect e sec ity is one o those a eas he e
organisations can throw a lot of technology at the problem without
ettin es lts hat is needed is the p ecise mi o st ate y and
planning, followed by technology selection. Also, a key component
in the mi is a sin le sec ity toolset that co e s p lic p i ate and
on-premises systems.
It requires organisation hybrid cloud owners to think differently—
and holistically. First and foremost organisations need to start by
understanding their own requirements and unique needs and not move
in the same direction as peers. The organisation need to understand
the market vertical they are in including any regulatory and legal
compliances which need to be adhered to, clear idea of systems which
need to be secure ie private, public and legacy systems, internal and
e te nal
s and sec ity secases
econd most impo tant thin he e hy id clo d is conce ned is
ein p oacti e a o t sec ity and ma e s e e istin le acy systems
are also included in the same security umbrella
Thirdly leverage tools that are designed to secure diverse,
dist i ted plat o ms ystems li e
enc yption o e nance
compliance, usage based accounting, orchestration systems, security
monito in etc
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JAGDISH MITRA
Chief Strategy Officer and Head of Growth, Tech Mahindra
“As enterprises accept and adjust to the ‘new normal’, we have observed a tectonic shift in conversations
around cloud from ‘why cloud’ to ‘why not cloud’. In the post-pandemic world, we see opportunities in
cloud infrastructure services and potential increase in the demand for specialized software.
A robust cloud infrastructure can strengthen the resilience and agility of an organization while
ensuring business continuity. Keeping this in mind, most organizations are now prioritizing cloud
computing and building hybrid cloud environments in order to manage IT networks in a secure and
cost e ecti e manne
o e nments and ente p ises ha e sta ted adoptin clo d fi st policy so that
more focus can be given to governance and business outcomes rather than the hassles of managing IT
Infrastructure.
In a world where users, data and business process are increasingly becoming distributed, public cloud
is ecomin the plat o m o inno ation hi t to hy id clo d a chitect e can help ente p ises ed ce
cost, simplify IT management, provide security for mission-critical workloads while also enhancing agility and ensuring competitive edge in the
e e
o in en i onment o constant inno ation e at ech ahind a o e a comp ehensi e s ite o clo d se ices incl din hy id m lti
clo d se ices in o de to help ente p ises s cceed in thei di ital o ney

ARINDAM SINGHA ROY
Head Information Technology, EIUL
ode n a e sinesses ith inade ate clo d in ast ct e a e h stlin to ens e thei
siness
sta ility and contin ity ad the e een no clo d
siness contin ity o ld ha e een nde eopa dy
he nd st y
sma t man act in and di ital t ans o mation ha e helped the ind st y to stay a oat
ith ena lin technolo ies li e tificial ntelli ence nte net o hin s nd st ial nte net o hin s
Digital Twin, Blockchain, etc., along with the cloud. Every machine, equipment, plant, factory, or supply
chain transaction that is connected to the cloud is capable of giving employees secured and remote access
to process essential data which has greatly helped the industry. Cloud has empowered the manufacturing
industry by making the processes and every successive stage more productive, cost effective, collaborated,
and streamlined.
Disrupting the lives of millions of people across the globe, the cloud has provided a cushion to industries
a ainst adhe ence to sec ity compliances made it easie to adapt to ope ational o o t ans o mation
ens ed seamless employee client colla o ation and helped em ace a ne
o place eality t imp o es the
and dep eciates the impact o
the incidents to the siness aa o e s ad anta es o e t aditional comp tin
ette et o and n o mation ec ity ana ement isaste
eco e y
ac p ana ement and eo aphic ed ndancy i es ette eco e y oint
ecti e
t dec eases the eco e y ime
ecti e
nc eased aila ility o ttac ep eciation
y id clo d e e s to a mi ed comp tin sto a e and se ices en i onment made p o on p emises in ast ct e p i ate clo d se ices
and a p lic clo d ith o chest ation amon the a io s plat o ms he p ima y enefit o a hy id clo d is a ility o a competiti e ad anta e he
hybrid approach allows applications and components to interoperate across boundaries, between cloud instances, and even between architectures.
In the view of the multiple security breaches occurring, securing the hybrid cloud as a shared responsibility with the best practices for securing the
cloud should be; employ the principle of least privilege. Choose the right cloud security solution. Create a business continuity and disaster recovery
plan ec e all endpoints in the net o
nc ypt data passin th o h the clo d nd last t not the least solate the most c itical in ast ct e

MANISH SINHA
Global Application Manager SAP, Busch Vacuum Pumps and Systems
“A corporate cannot neglect that hybrid cloud are the only options they have to go for in future as all
they cannot host all they cannot load on p lic in a at times they also need e i ility and a ility to mo e
fast with fast decisions of the business. If they miss the train then Business will be nowhere at its destination
and that o ney o ld e eally pain l e al eady ha e seen lot o e ample ith e y i iants on the e y
fi st day o thei la nch c stome site o c ashed and c stome s ne e et ned to them ta in thei fi st
impression out there.
i st and o emost it i es a eenfield to e pe iment o all pcomin technolo ies and e en o le acy
applications o a io s clo d option come ith t ial o e s hich a e se l o
teams to do thei
e pe imentation and i e ecommendation to mana ement as an in ence o technolo y a lie days this
platform provisioning was a tough to get approval from management.
he ne t eat acto is speed it eally o s antastic hen e disc ss and see the es lts on sc een ith the help o tools li e
t in s
a tomation to many man al tas s and that inc eases o ani ational e ficiency hen e see
li e technolo ies le e a in in se ice des mana ement
that itself is a promising business case for a company having multi-country operations and where people are working in different time zones.
e cannot e e e y he e to cont ol eaches hese a e oth inte nals and e te nals o some he e e m st d a a line and sta t t stin
solutions, solution providers and our own ecosystem. But yes, we cannot control all of them with a single point strategy. But instead we must look for
different avenues of contributions such as some could be control and managed by tools, some by policies and some from employee or vendor /supplier
agreements such as code of conduct, supplier agreements etc.
It all draws from board room where technology does not mean only IT department as accountable but where promoters believe that business is there
baby and all departments are enabler and helper to make that baby grow as per board room’s wish but the room has to give full trust and ownership to
decide hat is est o the a y then late as pe
d et they can decide hich o te to ta e and finally eachin the ltimate destination
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MISERABLE MICROSOFT FAILURES TILL DATE
ic oso t o nded y ill ates and a l llen in
has till date tasted its sha e o s ccess and itte ail es too
has always been on the increasing side, the company has tasted bitterness too.

ho h the s a s eetness

Where there is success, there have to be failures, as they are the stepping stones to the success. Their Windows operating systems have cumulatively
ecome an all time loc ste and somethin hich the se s ha e simply ta en o anted
o d cel
ente ed o le icon o ood
mi ht ha e missed o t on clo d ea ly on t
e is ma in t emendo s st ides late ent ant in amin
o
still mana ed to sell million
units.
he company till date has had its ps and do ns th o h the yea s t ith a p ofit to date o o e
illion indo s
fice
o and mo e
ecently fice
and its
e clo d plat o m ha e een h e s ccess sto ies ic oso t has had so many s ccesses t nde ent ail es mise a ly
for almost 10 times!
omethin hich as so s ccess l and had a monopoly is no endin as a ail e n
the tech iant
ic oso t la nched its ell no n e
o se nte net plo e hich comes installed y de a lt in indo s
elcomed h ome hich had sa the tech iant oo le e y intelli ently tied to the oo le acco nt
and associated se ices cont i ted to its decline ith nte net plo e
a system ith n me o s
s and
security problems, which also had compatibility failures with many Internet services led to its failure
oo le ea ch is the ltimate monopoly and no ody has mana ed to come close
t i anyone had the
m scle to ta e them on then it had to e ic oso t lo ally in ho e s in the sin le di its in pe centa e o
ma et sha e hile oo le easily ma es it to the s nte estin ly in had capt ed one thi d o the
sea ch
engine market share at one point of time.
n the late
s
playe s came into the ma et t in
it ecame all a o t the i od hen in
ne as n eiled the e as a possi ility that ic oso t co ld ecome a di ital media playe
t it met ith little
s ccess and the e pe iment as o ficially called o in

Today smartwatches and wearable IoT devices are becoming the rage. The Apple Watch has sold more than
million de ices and ecome a com o ta le pa t o the i hone ac ecosystem hile iaomi ea a les a e
doin ell e en it it c ossed
illion in sales ic oso t and as la nched in
and did not c eate any
a es and they ended thin s in

he ic oso t ompa p o ect e ase e as la nched in
oo le a th as la nched in
e ase e ne e eally too o and this ecame anothe domain in hich oo le le t ic oso t a ehind
fi st mo e ad anta e did nothin to ic oso t in p esentin lanet a th ia satellite ima e y

he

ch e o e the a i al o oom ype
had elcomed ic oso t po t ait hich as a lac and hite
low bandwidth video collaboration tool. That never took off. But this space is slightly different as the tech giant
is still fi htin it o t ith ic oso t eams

i nes e ol tioni ed the ay e sold and cons med m sic
ecame anothe ic oso t p od ct hich e y e people hea d o

oo e

sic

hich lasted

om

ch e o e the a i al o i t al assistants li e le a i i the tech iant ic oso t s ell no n pe sonal
i t al assistant as set y de a lt ith the indo s
t on a des top
o laptop he e sea ches and othe
operations can be done quickly and comfortably with the help of keyboard and the big screen, their a virtual
assistant simply loses the inte est o se s o e e the act is that o tana is still p esent in indo s
t
most o the se s ha e deacti ated it and e en the tech iant ic oso t has also ta en it a ay om indo s
updates.
ic oso t had ea lie la nched
en chattin on mail ca ht on

messen e o online comm nication lso ahoo hat as in the ace
oday it s hats pp
as t al ays an nde pe o me

indo s o ile ic oso t o ile ic oso t mia ma tphone ic oso t in
ace
a let ne
cannot lame ic oso t o lac o t yin
hey ha e een e pe imentin in the mo ile space non stop ith
limited s ccess n act the des top indo s ac d ality ot t anslated into the mo ile nd oid i hone d ality
is the ea o olla o ation he ne technolo y is ainin speed ith each co ntin day t technolo y is not chan in ace o the fi st time
st has inc eased the pace espite ein mise a le ail es ic oso t has al ays o ht technolo y to ace the o ld
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CADYCE UNVEILS CA-WCHP - USB-CDOCKING
STATION WITH WIRELESS CHARGING
adycehas anno nced that its
i eless cha in doc a aila le
in the ma et t is ased on i technolo y and adds
and
po ts to
computers and charges compatible smartphones wirelessly.
The device uses inductive charging technology, and so, all new devices
with built-in Qi charging properties can make use of it.
t s ppo ts
a o tp t he i eless cha in doc y
adyce s ppo ts
s pe speed
ps t ansmission and is compati le
ith
as ell t has an
esol tion o p to
and
is compati le ith the ac oo o oo le ne
h ome oo i el o any
de ice s ppo tin
t is compati le ith oth indo s
as ell as ac
he i eless
charger is easy to use and carry and supports advanced features like plug and
play and hot-swap.
ne o the distin ishin eat es o
adyce s
i eless
charging dock is that the users can charge their phones without even having to remove the phone cases. Being a bus-powered device, it does not need
an e te nal cha in mechanism t is a hi h speed i eless cha in doc and can o
ith most o the cases he e o e se s donot ha e to emo e
thei phone cases e e y time they need to cha e thei phones o eo e the de ice has an anti slip s ace hich p o ides ma im m p otection om
the device falling or slipping.
is a o t
cm
cm and ei hs a o nd
t is li ht ei ht and can e ca ied any he e con eniently t is con enient and
p o es to e a lessin o those ho ha e a hectic t a ellin sched le ith
indicato s the de ice ic ly notifies the se s a o t the stat s o the
ope ation t is a solid hite hile the cha in is on and the hite li ht ashes hen an incompati le de ice is connected
Cadyce’s wireless charging docks proves to be a boon for those who dislike messy and cluttered workspaces. Breaking away from the traditional
charging system that uses wires and adapters clears the workspace and makes it convenient and easy for users. The cable-free functionality saves space
and is hi hly e ficient at the same time
he
de ice is est s ited ho se thei sma tphones o lon pe iods o oth p o essional as ell as leis ely p poses li e atchin
videos or playing games. It provides users with the convenience of effortlessly charging their phones without having to worry about the availability of
chargers and power outlets. The high-speed charging ensures that the users do not have to wait for long periods to charge their smartphones.
he p od ct is a aila le at the p ice o
om the company e site ith apidly de elopin technolo y adyce s
p o es to e
a se l addition to adyce s an e o ad anced technolo ical de ices
y adyceis the only p od ct in the i eless cha in ind st y that
provides so many features at such a reasonable price.

CADYCE BRINGS CA-KBDSUSB-C KEYBOARD AND DOCKING STATION
he
y adyce is a
ype
ey oa d c m
doc in station that is compati le ith h nde olt po t
his slee and s tle ad et nctions as a
ype
Keyboard for computer and also acts as a multi-function
doc in station o othe de ices i en
s ide an e
of compatibility, users can now plug in multiple peripherals to
computer without worrying about their platforms or hardware
requirements.
ith adyce s
se s ey oa d ill se e as a
docking station so that they don’t have to carry a multitude of
de ices ith them his p emi m p od ct is an ele ant mi o
st diness compactness and ood loo s t is a stylish companion o de ices that ill se e satis acto ily o a lon time and ill e ceed all e pectations

Features of CA-KBDS
he isplay
hannel s ppo ts o tp t o
isplay
s ppo ts the o tp t o
he
ype
ost po t s ppo ts
ps hich ens es
lightning-fast speed.
he
ype
in adyce s a
s ppo ts
cha in
he de ice has a
ype po t that s ppo ts
ps and
cha in
he
po t in adyce s
s ppo ts
his
means that the
po t s ppo ts t ans e speeds o
nli e
po ts hich s ppo t a ma im m t ans e speed o
he de ice has an
a d eade that s ppo ts
ca ds o p to
and data t ans e ates p to
and
ic o
se sin le
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he
contains a
mm a dio ac that s ppo ts ste eo
audio output. The audio jack also supports microphone input.
he de ice has a hite o e
that se es as a po e indicato
adyce s
is compati le ith m ltiple ope atin systems
t is compati le ith ac
indo s
it
and all other latest versions of Windows. Compatibility with almost all
popular operating systems means that the user does not have to worry
about the platform of his/her device.

The specifications of the CA-KBDS are listed below.
he
has a
male inp t
he o tp t details o this de ice a e

po ts

emale
emale
ca d slot
ic o

emale i a yte the net
cha in
mm te eo dio ic po t
ca d slot
hite o e
indicato

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

HPE ROLLS OUT CRAY LINE OF
SUPERCOMPUTERS

e lett ac a d nte p ise
has int od ced the
ay
s pe comp tin line ased on an a ay o
and ay technolo ies
incl din a e
om e lett ac a d a s hese technolo ies incl de
ne capa ilities om ay s hasta a chitect e hich a e ein de eloped
o the fi st th ee
e ascale systems s
these new capabilities are productized, they will
appea fi st in the
ay s pe comp tin
line and then will be supported more broadly
ac oss a io s
p od cts and o e in s
ompletin the
inte ation o
ay
could not be timelier. Today, business models
and c stome e pe iences m st e e itten
for a lower touch economy. The need for
sustainable industries and supply chains have
ne e een mo e c itical o isi le said ete
Ungaro, senior vice president and general
mana e
and ission itical ol tions
e lett ac a d nte p ise
ith
this ne
ay anded line nde
s
umbrella brand, we bring together the best
capabilities from two of the most storied
names in the tech ind st y
ith
ay s pe comp te s
is
in in the fi st o the ne systems o the ne
ay s pe comp tin
line to market. Its new hardware and software innovations tackle system
bottlenecks, manageability, and job completion issues that emerge or grow
when core counts increase, compute node architectures proliferate, and
o o s e pand to inco po ate
at scale

ay
s pe comp te li id cooled in ast ct e
o
c stome s e i in the hi hest pe o mance density and e ficiency o
la e scale systems the
ay
s pe comp te comes in li id
cooled cabinetry, supporting direct liquid cooling of all components in a
compact laded confi ation
ay s pe comp te ai cooled
in ast ct e
he ai cooled
ay
s pe comp tin sol tion is ased on
Apollo compute nodes coupled with the
lin shot inte connect and the
Cray software stack.
lin shot inte connect
hi h
speed,
purpose-built
supercomputing
inte connect the
lin shot inte connect
in s
ay s pe comp te s po e to
a mo e di e se an e o
se s he
ay so t a e stac
he
ay
software stack is built on literally decades of
s pe comp tin e pe tise and is a chitected
to deliver enhanced manageability, reliability,
availability, resiliency, and interoperability.

ay l ste to sto a e sol tion
he
ay
l ste to
as p pose
engineered for this new era to be scalable and cost-effective while at
the same time delivering the performance needed to power a new kind
o data o
t s mostly a system that in s to ethe the e y est o
t aditional
sto a e systems ith the est mode n all ash ente p ise
file sto a e systems
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INDIAN ORIGIN TITANS IN

igh human capital and concentration in the elds of science and technology are behind the success story of the ndian merican
population in the nited tates ndian mericans about percent of the merican population i e a little of o er million people and
registered o er
start ups to their names in the ilicon alley itself he population of ndians li ing in
increased by near la h in
last 9 years.
han s to the ndustrial e olution the rapid social and technological change that has shaped the world we li e in today t was a period
of great inno ation and many of the tools we see today were in entions of the ndustrial e olution o complement digital technology

SUNDAR PICHAI
CEO-GOOGLE

Sundar Pichai, was born to a middle class family in
Madurai, Tamil Nadu and now he is the CEO of Google,
heads core tech pro ects li e oogle search engine ads
maps, apps, YouTube and Android system. He is the
chief e ecuti e of cer of lphabet nc and its subsidiary
Google LLC. Born in Madurai, India, Pichai earned his
degree from the Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur
in metallurgical engineering, an MS degree from Stanford
ni ersity and an
from the harton chool of the
ni ersity of ennsyl ania

SANJAY JHA

CEO - GLOBAL FOUNDRIES
an ay ha too o er as
of lobal oundries a
semiconductor foundry that produces chips for giants like
AMD, Broadcom, Qualcomm, and STMicroelectronics, in
anuary
before that he has ser ed as the
of
Motorola Mobility and COO of Qualcomm.
The company plans to begin production in the world’s
fastest growing chip mar et to con ert the
millimeter
wafer fab to
production ne t year

AJAYPAL SINGH BANGA

PRESIDENT & CEO- MASTERCARD
ay anga is president and chief e ecuti e of cer
of MasterCard and a member of its board of directors.
anga is a member of the oard of
erseers of the eill
Cornell Medical College. He is currently chairman of the
ndia usiness ouncil and ser es as a member of
the ecuti e ommittee of the usiness oundtable and
chairs its nformation and echnology nitiati e

AJIT JAIN

VICE CHAIRMAN - BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY
it ain is an ndian merican e ecuti e who is
the Vice Chairman of Insurance Operations for Berkshire
athaway as of anuary
e was raised in ndia s
coastal state of Orissa.
He had worked for IBM for their data-processing
operations in India. Berkshire Hathaway Inc., through its
subsidiaries, engages in insurance, freight rail transportation,
and utility businesses t pro ides property casualty life
accident, and health insurance and reinsurance; and
operates railroad systems in North America.

PRADEEP SINDHU

CEO & FOUNDER – FUNGIBLE
Pradeep Sindhu is an Indian-born American
entrepreneur who is the co-founder and chief scientist of
Juniper Networks Inc. He was also the CEO of the company
until
e currently ser es as the
and founder of
Fungible. The company is targeting the data center market
with a product that will combine custom silicon with
integrated compute, storage, and networking. It creates
hardware and software platforms for data centers. Central
to our mission is a chip responsible for data mo ement
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SATYA NARAYANA NADELLA
CEO-MICROSOFT

Satya Nadella is currently spearheading Microsoft.
Before becoming the CEO. Before becoming CEO, he was the
e ecuti e ice president of icrosoft s cloud and enterprise
group, responsible for building and running the company’s
computing platforms. He orchestrated a cultural shift at
Microsoft by emphasizing empathy, collaboration, and
growth mindset
he aggressi e strategy for ac uisition
of in edin for
billion in
and ithub for
billion last year and recently in ested
billion in u esh
Ambani’s Reliance Jio.

SHANTANU NARAYEN
CEO- ADOBE SYSTEMS

Shantanu Narayen is presently at the helm of Adobe.
Shantanu Narayen is chairman, president and chief
e ecuti e of cer of dobe one of the largest and most
di ersi ed software companies in the world hantanu
has transformed the company into an industry inno ator
by pioneering a cloud-based subscription model for its
creati e suite establishing the global standard for digital
documents and creating and leading the e plosi e digital
e perience category

K RAM SHRIRAM

MANAGING PARTNER, SHERPALO VENTURES
Shiram born in India, Shriram studied math at the
ni ersity of adras fter mo ing to the
he oined
etscape in
as an e ecuti e e is the second ndian
on the board of Google’s parent company Alphabet.
hriram was one of the early in estors in oogle efore
oining oogle he was wor ing at etscape and ma on
for few years
is portfolio includes online in itation
ser ice aperless ost online
ser ice pro ider usto
and mobile ad ertising company n obi

VINOD KHOSLA

CO-FOUNDER - SUN MICROSYSTEMS
Vinod Khosla is an Indian American billionaire
businessman and enture capitalist e is a co founder
of Sun Microsystems and the founder of Khosla Ventures.
hosla ser ed as its rst chairman and
from
to
when he left the company to become a enture
capitalist
e is a supporter of many micro nance
organizations in India and Africa. Vinod is a founding board
member of ndian chool of usiness
inod grew up
dreaming of being an entrepreneur, despite being from an
Indian army household with no business or technology
connections.

JAYSHREE ULLAL

PRESIDENT & CEO-ARISTA NETWORKS
Jayshree V. Ullal is an American billionaire
businesswoman, president and CEO of Arista Networks, a
cloud networking company responsible for the deployment
of Gigabit Ethernet networking in the data center. Arista
etwor s was founded to pioneer and deli er software
dri en cloud networ ing solutions for large datacenter
storage and computing en ironments
rista s award
winning platforms ranging in thernet speeds from
to
gigabits per second rede ne scalability agility and
resilience.

THE GLOBAL TECH INDUSTRY
has witnessed the growing challenges of globali ation he open digital inno ation by the go ernment has been le eraged by the startup
community, making India now the third-largest startup ecosystem in the world.
oday he digital re olution of ndia is uni ue as it ensures that not only the connected but also those who are yet to get on the
internet highway are e ually bene ted and empowered by the fruits of the ew conomy merging technologies are bridging the gap
between the framewor of inno ation ow e ery company is a tech company and the leaders are identi ed based on their successful trac
record here were many good reasons on how these
successful ndian s rides the new wa e resulted featured in this year
Brand book.

ANSHU JAIN

PRESIDENT - CANTOR FITZGERALD
nshuman ain
nshu has hailing from aipur
a asthan e is presently holding the position of resident
at antor it gerald an in estment ban and bro erage
rm e had ser ed as the o
of eutsche an from
until uly
ain also ser ed as a member of
Deutsche Bank’s Management Board. He is a world-class
leader in the nancial ser ices industry and has a deep
understanding of the global capital market. Yes Bank has
gi en a mandate to nshu ain to raise the funds for the
bank.

SANJAY MEHROTRA

PRESIDENT & CEO, Micron Technology
an ay ehrotra is an engineering graduate from
Pilani. He was the Co-founder of Sandisk a global leader
in flash memory storage solutions and the resident and
CEO at Micron Technology. Micron is a world leader in
inno ati e memory solutions that transform how the world
uses information
e ha e o er
team members
in 17 countries who work with the world’s most trusted
brands deli ering memory and storage systems for a broad
range of applications and sparking countless possibilities
in technology.

GEORGE KURIAN

CEO & PRESIDENT- NETAPP
George Kurian was born in Kottayam district, Kerala,
he pursued engineering at
adras but left si months
later to oin rinceton ni ersity
eorge oined the
company in
bringing his passion and relentless focus
on e ecution to his leadership roles at et pp e was
named
in une
rior to oining et pp eorge
was ice president and general manager of the pplication
Networking and Switching Technology Group at Cisco
Systems.

LAXMAN NARASIMHAN
CEO- RECKITT BENCKISER

fter leading epsi o as their hief ommercial f cer
a man arasimhan became the
of ec itt enc iser
in eptember
a man is an outstanding leader who
brings wide e perience across the consumer goods sector
both operationally and at scale a man has e ceptional
strategic capabilities and consumer insight with a pro en
trac record in de eloping purpose led brands and dri ing
consumer centric and digital inno ation e has bac ed
by ngineering from une a man did an
from he
auder nstitute at the ni ersity of ennsyl ania and an
MBA from The Wharton School.

IVAN MENEZES
CEO-DIAGO

an anuel ene es is an ndian merican business
e ecuti e e has been the chief e ecuti e of cer of iageo
. He has born in Pune, he was educated at St. Stephens
ollege elhi and
hmedabad and has been ser ing
the company since
and held arious senior positions
at the company rior to his career with iageo
an
wor ed across a ariety of sales mar eting and strategy
roles for Whirlpool in Europe, Booz Allen & Hamilton in
North America, and Nestlé in Asia.

VASANT NARASIMHAN
CEO- NOVARTIS

asant arasimhan is the
of o artis since ebruary
e has done his bachelor s degree in biological
sciences from ni ersity of hicago e did his
from
ar ard edical chool and his master s degree in public
policy from the ohn
ennedy chool of o ernment
He is passionate about reimagining medicine, cultural
transformation and the ourney of leadership or ing with
a dedicated team to build a leading medicines company
globally powered by ad anced therapy platforms and data
science.

THOMAS KURIAN
CEO- GOOGLE CLOUD

homas urian is
of oogle loud which he oined
in anuary
rior to that he was resident of roduct
e elopment at racle orporation from
to
Google Cloud is turning to a traditional enterprise sales
model as it takes on front-runners Amazon and Microsoft:
separate ser ices by industry and go straight to c suites
efore oogle urian wor ed as at racle for more than
years. At Google, Kurian is focused on selling to the C-suite
s chief digital of cers chief information of cers
and chief information security of cers

NIKESH ARORA

CEO, PALO ALTO NETWORKS
Born in Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh Nikesh Arora has
been the chairman and CEO of Palo Alto Networks since
une
efore oining alo lto etwor s
i esh
ser ed as president and chief operating of cer of oft an
Group Corp. Prior to that, he held a number of positions
at Google, Inc.. Coming from an air-force background,
Nikesh toiled hard for his success and is an alumni of the
Indian Institute of Technology, BHU and Boston College,
ortheastern ni ersity

ARVIND KRISHNA

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER-IBM
r ind
rishna is an ndian merican
e ecuti e e is the chief e ecuti e of cer of
began his career at IBM as an engineer in IBM
was promoted to senior ice president in
promoted to
in
n his rst day as
wrote to
staff
belie e we can ma e
trusted technology partner of the 21st century.

business
rishna
Research,
and was
rishna
the most

ASHOK VEMURI

CEO- CONDUENT INC
Ashok Vemuri is an Indian-American business
e ecuti e and oard of irector for inancial olicy and
Public Responsibilities at Kroger. Vemuri was the former
hief
ecuti e f cer of
and onduent emuri
has ser ed as hief
ecuti e f cer and a irector
of Conduent Incorporated, a global digital interactions
company e brings to the oard a pro en trac record of
leading technology ser ices companies through growth and
corporate transformations.
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C-Suit on Transparent Taxation,
Use of Data Analytics & AI
PRIME MINISTER NARENDRA MODI LAUNCHED ‘TRANSPARENT TAXATION HONOURING THE
HONEST’ TO REDUCE THE INTERFERENCE OF THE GOVERNMENT FROM THE LIFE OF THE
PEOPLE. AS THE TAGLINE SAYS, THIS SCHEME IS TO BRING IN TRANSPARENCY IN THE PROCESS
OF TAXATION AND MAKING IT PUBLIC FRIENDLY. THE PLATFORM BRINGS IN REFORMS LIKE
FACELESS ASSESSMENT, FACELESS APPEAL AND TAXPAYERS CHARTER.

The highlight of this new tax reform is assessment being done
using Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence.
SATISH KUMAR V,

SHIBU PAUL

Vice President- International Sales,
Array Networks

CEO,
EverestIMS Technologies

ay
et o s is pleased
to pa tne
ith the ncome a
Department in its transition to the
digital age. This transition has enabled
the Government to offer a new-age
assessment that is driven by data,
analytics and intelligence. It’s a great
achievement and a trailer of what to
e pect om the o e nment in the
future. Introducing Data Analytics
and AI to replace the barrier of
s pe o s and ha sh p ocesses ith
transparent, tech-friendly and public
friendly platform is a very bold step
for the government and the country.
Using this technology, the quality of auditing and analyzing large data
ill e e ficient and simplified hile the e is a lot o dis ption in the
ta ation ont d e to a io s easons
can o e ne e a o isi ility into
t ansactional data and nloc al e help mana e is imp o e e ficiency
and provide critical business insight. AI will be loaded with information
s ch as ta codes case la and administ ati e idelines and ill e a le
to ma e ce tain decisions on this asis

ny est ct in on the ta ation
front is welcome. These reforms
contin e the o ney o di ect ta
reforms which the CBDT had
initiated some time ago. What they
do is to usher in transparency in the
income ta systems hile empo e in
the ta paye s
isto ically the ta
e ime has al ays een comple
and convoluted - the Government
of India has recognized this and
proactively embarked upon a journey
of making life easier for the honest
ta paye s ho o m the l a o
the income generated in the country.
ince most sinesses all nde the am it o
its st eamlinin helps
o t on m ltiple onts y e a din the honest ta paye and disco a in
those who game the system which is welcome to companies that sincerely
adhe e to les and e lations hin li e
o comm nication
p efillin o income ta et ns di itali ation simplification e tension
o stat to y timeliness o filin et ns hile apidly eleasin e nds to
bolster liquidity are just some of the initiatives that have been announced.
With businesses already facing a downturn due to COVID, these efforts
will somewhat contribute towards helping out in these inclement times.
e elcome and loo o a d to these e o ts mo in to the ne t le el
in t e too

SACHIN SHARMA,

Country Manager – India,
ADATA Technology (India)
n this ne e a the odi o e nment o ht a e ol tion o t anspa ency in ta ation y la nchin a ne
system anspa ent a in th o h data analytics and a tificial intelli ence his aim is to e a ai e and t anspa ent
system by bringing all the transaction in the public domain.
ll the o e nment and p lic a ency a e e chan in in o mation and data t anspa ently openly th o h
a tificial intelli ence and elect onic means and mode ll citi ens no ha e easy access to all the t ansaction and
ta ation assessment system on day to day ases assessment is cond cted on a tificial intelli ence on the ases o
all the data gathered by the agencies.
he ne t anspa ent ta ation assessment is not a one man sho
he ne system is a aceless system ma in
the ta paye mo e ea less in sha in its in o mation and it ed ces the time o p ocessin
eases the compliance
burden on the authorities.
s the ime iniste said in this speech he ne ta system ec eased comple ity ec eased ta es ec eased
liti ation nc eased t anspa ency nc eased ta compliance nc eased t st on the ta paye
his d i e is to hono
the honest ta paye s comes a te a se ies o steps in ecent months aimed at ma in the assessin a tho ity mo e
acco nta le in its dealin s ith ta paye s
ood ecision is ased on no led e and not
m es
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S SRIRAM,

Chief Strategy Officer,
iValueInfoSolutions
he la nchin o
anspa ent a ation is a eat initiati e and a d i e to le e a e technolo y hen most data
points ith
adhaa initiati es a e a aila le online e e a in technolo ies li e ata nalytics and tificial
Intelligence provides scalability and better accuracy without any personal bias for the Government to function more
e ecti ely and e ficiently anspa ency and consistency o ta policy alon ith simple compliance p oced e ill
attract foreign capital for transforming India in critical areas like infrastructure, education and healthcare. This will
also boost investment in Indian companies from across globe to fund growth and provide employment opportunities
which is critical for India as we have the largest employable population in the world. With Government focusing on
o e nance e ill see it e citin most siness ith o e nment o s declinin ith each yea ent ep ene s
need to step up and provide employment opportunities. Entrepreneurs need risk capital for converting ideas to
o e in and to eali e e en e and scale clean ta en i onment ill o a lon ay to oost ndin p ospects in
this c itical a ea n o t nately one thi d o the e en e o the o e nment comes th o h indi ect ta li e
hich is ad economics as these le ies impact citi ens ac oss ea nin p ofile e o ld need to ely mo e on di ect ta es and ed ce indi ect ta es
in a phased manne ette initiati es on di ect ta ation can help in e e sin the tide o
o in indi ect ta dependency d e to the allin di ect ta
challenge.
oday sinesses et the enefit o inp t c edit o thei p chases and th s a oid ta on ta imila ly e need this e tended to indi id al ta
paye s and also to a set o ta paid d in ea nin a ainst ta le ied d in cons mption to a oid ta on ta hich has een a lon te m o e nment
o ecti e peed is the essence and e still ha e a challen e on e ec tin despite honest intentions at the top ith ta o ficials oaled on ta collection
and o th in ta amo nt some he e e ec tin honest intention t anslates to ha assment hich needs d amatic chan es in system and policy and
mind set spects li e
hich a e a it a ily fi ed lead to p ecio s o in capital st c ith
odies o to yea s dep i in o in
siness
the m ch needed cash o to o thei
siness o e nment sho ld also loo at payin ta es on time as pe cont act and ens e all o po ate and
nte p ises hono thei payment te ms in line ith thei
hich ill o a lon ay to s stain s ppo t o
and siness ecosystem he
need of the hour in such challenging times is having an inclusive mindset to help each other in ways possible so that we collectively beat the challenges
posed y o id
and come o t icto io s as ndia

GURPREET SINGH,

Managing Director,
Arrow PC Network (Titanium Partner - Dell Technologies)
he p o am la nched y h i a end a odi is a eat e ample o ision and hi hly inspi in o the ta
paye s his sho ld enco a e mo e people to come o a d and pay thei especti e income ta ith honesty
as pe compliance and coope ate ith the depa tment he ne ly int od ced ncome a paye cha te ill help
nde stand the i hts and o li ation o the ta paye s his seamless and painless p ocess ill aid di ect ta e o ms
and the ta paye s
n the technolo y ont e a e in the e a o in o mation technolo y and this pandemic has e en o ced the
immediate actions to do digital transformation for government and businesses. The possibilities are paramount
hen it comes to implementin ope ations that a e d i en y tificial ntelli ence e e a in the po e o
ata
nalytics and tificial ntelli ence to do aceless assessments is a eat idea A research team released a tool called
the
conomist ith an aim to imp o e e ality and p od cti ity th o h
d i en ta policy ecommendations
ompa ed to the ee ma et the
conomist sho ed imp o ed e ality y
pe cent
ch esea ches sho
ho
e can optimally se technolo y to ette e e y aspect o o
o e nance and in t n imp o e the ality o li in
ope lly the se o
ata
Analytics and AI in the newly launched program will improve the quality of assessment, even if there will be litigation at various levels due to difference
o opinion o ta paye s and the depa tment

SUNAYANA HAZARIKA,

Marketing Manager,
ATEN India

PRASHANTH GJ

“This is a very progressive
approach by the Government
hich ill enefit the o in class
ta paye s immensely he se o
cutting edge technology like Data
nalytics and tificial ntelli ence
into the ta e o m assessment ill
bring the much needed transparency
and accuracy in the process by
eliminating the scope of human
in ences
e at
elcome
this initiative by the government
for seamless, painless and faceless
ta p ocess his is anothe i step
to the Government’s Digital India
ission

We advocate the use of advanced IT systems for seamless operations
and data driven decision making. Of course the success of this initiative
ill depend on a st on and sec ed technolo ical ecosystem
has een inst mental in helpin the o e nment ith sec ed
de ices and cont ol systems o thei datacent es and cont ol ooms

CEO
TechnoBind
“The promise of faceless
assessment is clea ly a ood fi st step
to a ds ma in ta ation in ndia a
truly transparent one in which the
honest ta paye is not ha assed t is
a very welcome move and will help a
lon ay in in in in inc eased ta
compliance and hence larger funds
being accessible to the governmentthereby aiding the growth of the
nation. The use of Data Analytics
and
e ects ell on ndia
recognising the fact that India is
not only leading in development
of cutting edge technology but also
using it in practice thereby making
their citizens life better.
he a aye s cha te la nched ecently in the
s add ess on
anspa ent a ation is a e y impo tant step id in the t st deficit
et een the ta paye and the ta depa tment his hen com ined
ith the p ocess o simplification o the ta la s and its administ ation
ill help inc ease the ta ase in the co nt y hich is a ysmally lo at
a o nd
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RPA GAINING
GROUNDS DURING
COVID-19 ERA
At present, the entire world is undergoing the crisis of the global pandemic – COVID-19 which has left the human
race with no option other than to stay at home and protecting themselves. And this has led to the emergence
of a new era of remote working. Along with it organizations are also looking at the implementation of RPA for
end to end automation. On this context, in an exclusive round table conference with VARINDIA, Murli Mohan, Vice
President, India Business, UiPath, Hiren Panchani, Founder and CEO, Feat Systems and Sidharth Subramani, MD,
Spectrum 7 discuss the trends, automation strategies, customer demands in pre and post-COVID-19 era and much
more. The session was moderated by Dr. Deepak Kumar Sahu, Editor-in-Chief, VARINDIA.

MURLI MOHAN
V i c e P r e s i d e n t, I n d i a B u s i n e s s , U i P a th

TRENDS:

ome o the ey t ends that e a e o se in no a e that c stome s a e mo in om the
initial phase to e pectin mo e o t o
stome s a e no tal in a o t some capa ilities
that go beyond the traditional build, run and manage. Customers are asking us how they can make
automation on our portfolio; also which areas are good candidates for automation. The second
trend is going beyond the traditional build, run and manage. Customers are now asking about
hat is ne t hat a e those machine lea nin capa ilities o co niti e capa ilities that e can
in into this hole notion o t aditional
hich has led to this lo al t end led y i ath
the notion of hyper automation. It is about process discovering building, running, managing,
taking out insights and driving metrics and analytics out of the automation platform. Finally, the
n m e one t end that is oin on is c stome e pectation om pa tne s am seein a pa adi m
shi t in these t ends

AUTOMATION STRATEGIES
aditional ic and o ta ompanies hich e e e y a e se to a tomation in the past
a e no comin to the o e o c stome s a e loo in at a io s ays in hich they a e t yin to
adopt a tomation to d i e financial t ans o mation o hethe it is on ta ation econciliation asically t yin to find mo e financial e ficiencies
especially in this time of Covid-19 where AR or accounts receivable is such a critical part of every business. India is a very data centre heavy
country and has a lot of automation, whether it is security, help desk, infrastructure, monitoring all those are potentially manpower heavy areas. IT
automation is now coming to the fore and going beyond the traditional and the one last thing is the area of document understanding. We have to
ac no led e ndia is a e y doc ment hea y economy o e ha e a lot o capa ilities no
hich act ally add esses ho c stome s can loo at
the enti e le acy doc mentation e a dless o the o m and st ct e and ho to in it o t to the p e play di iti ation

CUSTOMER DEMANDS DURING PRE AND POST COVID-19 ERA
stome s a e e pectin to o p the al e chain
co niti e doc ment nde standin etc he othe s is the hole notion a o nd ho do
the customers discover more processes to automate to make more business sense or show more ROI to the C level or sponsorship at the board
le el
ti
e e to pic one aspect o hat most c stome s a e e innin to e pect especially in this e a is this hole notion o s in in the ame
they did li e mo e acti e in ol ement o o pa tne s and to a la e e tent o i ath in the o m o p o essional se ices assistin the a le pa tne s
li e pect m
eat ystems hey ant s to ta e an e t a step alon ith o pa tne s to o into thei p ocesses nde stand thei domain and
act ally sho some o tcomes in thei en i onment
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HIREN PANCHANI
F o u n d e r a n d C E O , F e a t S y s te m s

TRENDS:

“Currently being in the space, since the last three to four years I personally term this as
the di ital ans o mation o ney o the ente p ises o hen say the di ital t ans o mation
journey, it starts with digitisation and then it gradually moves to digitalization and then it will
t ans o m the pa tic la
siness p ocess ith the hype intelli ent a tomation mechanism o
when we have the typical invoices in physical mode and when we convert those invoices into the
scanned copy it becomes digitization documentation. And, once we have that digitized document
then e ha e o o ney open o di itali ation he e the
and othe technolo ies a e
coming into the picture. In terms of the current trends which are going on are the intelligent
automation, the hyper intelligent automation where the customers are transforming their entire
invoice processing, the journey starts from getting the invoices into the system, getting it approved
today, giving it to the robot to process it with the OCR mechanisms, some AI mechanism to take
the decision on those in oices and then p ocess those in oices end to end o this is the ai ood
e ample o ho the ind st y is t endin to a ds di ital t ans o mation

AUTOMATION STRATEGIES

“In terms of taking the right automation strategies with the innovation, we as a company are
ta in c stome cent ic as ell as the complete di ital t ans o mation app oach ith esilient and a ile sol tions and se ices

CUSTOMER DEMANDS DURING PRE AND POST COVID-19 ERA

e o e o id
scena io a tomation as o t o types one is attended a tomation and second is nattended a tomation o in p e
o id
scena io c stome s e e in a o o
ildin attended a tomation eca se they had o o ce on the system o e e in the o fices
to t i e the o ots to do the a tomation tas s ith this o id
sit ation since e e y ody is o in om home and the e ficiency is lesse
in terms of the outputs and the remote working mechanisms are very tough in the situations to handle. With these scenarios customers are also
implementing unattended automation where they do not require humans to trigger the robots and they are also demanding the kind of end to end
a tomation that te med as the di ital t ans o mation

SIDHARTH SUBRAMANI
M D , S p e c tr u m

7

TRENDS:

“One of the main reasons that the economy growth has happened in India is because of the
o sho in o it is a ndamental in hich the este n co nt ies ha e een o sho in a lot o
human intensive work to India. Within our organization we call it as either human offshoring or a
di ital o sho in o it sed to e cost d i en and people a e e ecti ely sin the cost a it a e
at that point in time wheneverything was human dependent and India was riding that wave and
people were recruited effectively. But today the driver is not cost, but it is lights. The situation has
ndamentally sha en the ndamentals o o economic o th o the second a e act ally
to get back the economy and the organization people in line and to look at growth in the future
the di ital t ans o mation has ecome o tmost impo tant and c stome s ha e stopped e pectin
human to do a work and insteadthey are looking at faceless robot or a machine to do the work.
o that is in my opinion is the t ans o mation that this last one yea and it is een seen e y
e ecti ely in the last o to fi e months

AUTOMATION STRATEGIES

n ndian siness the ma o a tomation is e i ed in t o a eas one is the
and the
othe is the
he est can still e mana ed t i yo loo at the ol me he e di itali ation
can play a ma o ole is in te ms o
and
o hat these
s and
s a e doin is that they ha e een seein ho they can ed ce the
h man dependency and mo e to a mo e a ile and e ficient method o ettin thei p ocesses done o e ample o e th ee o yea s ac has
one of my renewals of funding, I did an investment and what happened is everything was so seamless that within half an hour I did my KYC; there
as a chat ot that too my an ca d adha ca d and did a ideo int od cin mysel
ot my p ocessed doc ments online and no ody had to
come and si n and e plain thin s to me t as s ch an inno ati e ay that sta ted loo in to p o ide that ind o di itali ation to c stome s e
sta ted oin ehind those o ani ations ho a e loo in at e t emely h man intensi e o con e tin into di ital hat is he e the ol me also
grew. That is where human dependency got reduced and we could prove that by using a faceless robot or machine, you can achieve whatever you
ant o that in s in mo e e ficiency as ell

CUSTOMER DEMANDS DURING PRE AND POST COVID-19 ERA

othin has chan ed act ally in sense that e still o de ood online e still ene o ins ance e it ca ins ance o li e ins ance o the
t ansactions happen online e cept may e st attendin o fice he est o the thin s a e still happenin
y e pectation as a c stome has ne e
chan ed am e pectin as a c stome that need a aceless se ice oday people ho a e e pectin a ace ehind a se ice a e t ans o min a lot
any o them a e t ans o min to and c stome s a e o ay not to ace any ody st e pectin the se ice and not othe ed a o t hat is happenin
at the ac end o those a e the t ends that a e chan in
e io sly it sed to e li e
ho a e still o ay ith a aceless se ice t today it
has t ans o med to close to a o t to
people hey a e not e en othe ed hethe a machine does it o a o ot does it o it is to me is a
ascination that ho li e has chan ed in this last o to fi e months o that is the t end am seein
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COVID-19 has accelerated changes in the business world. The next generation of leaders in every industry will need to have
a new way of thinking as they steer their organizations forward. Leaders will have to be strategic, collaborative and adaptive, while cultivating a global perspective.
We have seen organizations quickly move their workforces’ en-mass to remote working; e-Commerce has increased
with many industries and especially retail and food services now relying more heavily on their online presence and
cloud-based workflows. Health providers have also moved to online service delivery, to name just a few industries the
pandemic has impacted.
While discussing with the industry geniuses on their experiences about growth in business sector amid COVID 19, their
adopted preparations and biggest shifts they faced, each one came up with their view.
Let’s take a read

JITEN MEHTA

Director, Magnamious Systems
Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:Indian IT services and Business will definitely grow in current situation and that too in double digits
as we have seen ourselves growing in Q1 by almost 25% compared to Q1 2019.
Preparedness adopted:We were even prepared before the Covid-19 pandemic as we were providing lot of BCP
solutions to the organizations. Now, post Covid recovery we are clear that we will operate
with at least 70% staff from home and call 30% to the office. Probably only the operation team
would be here, as we are working currently 100% from home.
We can reduce our foot fall also in office and might give away some of the office space on
rental for a cost cutting purposes and of course for revenue increase; we are all set.
Biggest shifts:WFH is the biggest shift and then Security. What is more important as of now is, the senior management is available on a call for a
meeting and discussion.

DNYANESH KULKARNI
Director, Deltakraft Solutions

Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:The COVID pandemic has resulted in slowdown in the overall economy and in IT services
market as well. A few of the services during this pandemic became essential have grown, e.g.
Online education platform, VDI’s , cloud and business continuity and food and medicine
supply chain etc. But an overall negative impact on the sector. Some surge was observed in
laptop sales as it is required for WFH kind of environment and all the schools and colleges have
started online. Due to WFH a lot of issues regarding cyber security compliances are occurring.
Preparedness adopted:Although new contracts, as well as contract renewals in IT Services, are expected to be affected during the crisis, it is also expected that consulting services, managed security services,
network management services and hosting services will represent higher revenue-generating
opportunities. Hence we adopted and upgraded ourselves to cope up with the requirements.
Biggest shifts:Major shift according to us is, Enterprises will move in hybrid workforce model from traditional way of working as maximum of their
employees are now working from home, i.e. increase in remote working hence enterprises need to adapt different strategies than the
traditional one.
We have to look this as a great opportunity to moving our customers towards digital transformation maturity.
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TARUN SETH

Managing Director, Hitachi Systems Micro Clinic
Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:The social distancing norms demanded zero physical interaction; the organizations required
infrastructure to be managed remotely. To address this changing demand, we developed
our IPs in various areas i.e. remote management, automation, monitoring, patch management etc. Even during COVID19 pandemic using our IPs, we have helped our customers to
manage and monitor their infrastructure needs from cable to cloud with decreased physical
intervention ensuring safety and business continuity.
Preparedness adopted:The impact of COVID 19 is extensive and far reaching on every business. To thrive in the period
of uncertainty we planned agile engagement strategies for employees, partners and
customers. We have taken measures to up skill our employees, extending work from home
policy, constantly communicating the advisory and policies to cope with the crisis. We leveraged our partnership with OEMs to support our customers navigate through this disruption, our bundled offerings for security, cloud
solutions along with flexible payment plan are some of the measures we took. Our continuous investment in our IPs has helped us to
generate value-based outcomes for our customers creating a positive recovery for our organization.
Biggest shifts:The current technology adoption in India looks very promising, COVID19 has propelled the technology implementation which otherwise would have taken couple of years to reach its maturity. The biggest rise we see today is in adoption of cloud so that everything
can be monitored and managed remotely. As more and more employees are opting work from home huge volume of valuable
corporate data become vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Therefore, organizations are opting for security strategies to ensure their data,
devices, networks and systems are not compromised.

R MADHUSUDHANAN

Director, Cisco Practice BU DigitalTrack Solutions
Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:COVID-19 has created an unprecedented situation and many organisations were caught
unaware of the consequences and the business impact. With Work-from-Home becoming
the norm of the day, many organisations quickly recognised the need to restructure their
approach and made investments on Endpoint devices, Collaborative Tools such as Cisco
WebEx, Strengthened their security posture by adding endpoint, Cloud and email security. By
migrating applications to cloud, organisations are ensuring seamless access and availability
of their services to their customers.
Preparedness adopted:An organisation with Strong Security DNA, we are geared up to offer the best-of-breed
solutions security customer’s cloud infrastructure, applications & their end users. We expect
Cloud adoption to gain pace which will accelerate the investments on Security.
Biggest shifts:COVID-19 is a wakeup call for many organisations that otherwise were not prioritising their Security & Cloud Investments. We expect a
Big Shift in the investments on Cloud and Security which will ensure that Businesses are able to deliver their services to their customers
seamlessly and in a secured manner. The experience of Work-from-Home will bring a huge cultural shift and make work-from-anywhere possible. Business Models are expected to change to adopt the new norm such as contact less payments, which will make
digital payments the de-facto norm and thereby increasing investment in Digital Transformation of Enterprises.

VIBHORE SHRIVASTAVA
Director, VIBS Infosol

Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:COVID 19 crisis will leave a great learning for all of us. Initially it was a new challenge globally
and everyone was trying to find the right possibilities to manage continuity. This acceptance
to alternate way of managing business allows the rise in service industry, as most of the
business wants a robust work from home (WFH) environment for their complete staff. Customers felt cloud based services, Third party DC services and similar service based models are
more reliable and easy to manage .which equipped them to organise continuity.
Preparedness adopted:In the current scenario, the focus is more on formulating and structuring the support team
mechanism that will enable us to promptly respond to the customer requirements. We are
also in discussions with our few important customers to provide them SOC based services as
they are worried about DATA privacy and compliance factors during WFH in lockdown.
Biggest shifts:• Focus on Bottom line
• Explore - be in touch with customers always
• Focus on remote services/managed services
• Cloud business is going to ramp up/improve
• Focus on customer centric solutions
• Increase social media presence
We have observed many enterprise customers were earlier more concerned about perimeter security and basic endpoint management solution; however, with the sudden rise in cyber threats and different attack patterns, they are now looking for endpoint threat
management suite, including anti-malware, anti-Ransomware, EDR, MDR, APT, encryption, anti-phishing and many more. We also
ensure that their data is well backed up and secured both at central location and end-point.
Secured VPN Connectivity, Collaboration tools, Centralised Backup & Similar solutions are also talk of the town during these days.
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AMARNATH SHETTY

Managing Director, LDS Infotech
Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a slowdown in the overall economy along with
the IT Services market. Cloud and AI will be forerunners in enabling remote collaborative
technology in this WFH scenario. IT Services industry may not be affected like other industry as corporates/individuals/SMBs will depend on IT to enable WFH solutions, business
continuity solutions. Furthermore, businesses will also look to implement a definite technology plan to tackle the present situations and the infrastructure and tools required to
implement the same.
Preparedness adopted:The crisis has accelerated the adoption of digital technologies to keep the lights on
amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. Companies like us that are ahead in the digital maturity
curve will clearly be better equipped to handle the crisis and will further invest in
technology upgradation to address the changing customer demand. Long-term managed services contracts are expected to
continue despite lock downs, as IT vendors likes us find innovative ways to continue servicing their customers.
For our organization, we have planned following strategies
• Focus on Bottom line

• Cloud business is going to ramp up/improve

• Explore - be in touch with customers always

• Focus on customer centric solutions

• Focus on remote services/managed services

• Increase social media presence

Biggest shifts:• Redesigning Business Strategy, Businesses should work with full strength. Work harder
• Retain your performing employees
• Hope for the best, prepare for the worst
• Reinvent yourself
• IT companies have another Y2K like opportunity, if we give right solution
• Solution centric approach.
• Hybrid Work environment (both WFH and WFO)

DEVESH AGARWAL
CEO, Compusoft Advisors

Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:The cloud infrastructure and consumer hardware products industry in IT is booming due to
remote working & education and process automation requirements.
We are more focused on collaboration tools and cloud solutions during COVID situation as
more organizations are working from home during the lockdown and extended period post
lockdown as well.
Although new contracts, as well as contract renewals in IT Services, are expected to be
affected during the crisis, it is also expected that consulting services, digital transformation,
modern collaborative applications, managed security services, network management
services and hosting services will represent higher revenue-generating opportunities in the
year 2020.
Preparedness adopted:As a global company we are predictive and proactive in our decision-making to preserve our business continuity and build enterprise
resilience.
Few months before the pandemic we launched our own IP platform namely ProcMATE which helps enterprises automate their
business processed across Omni channel environment and adapt digital transformation faster.
We ensure the safety and wellbeing of all our employees in the workplace. We are happy to address their concerns in an open and
transparent manner which will go a long way to engaging them and reassuring the business continuity.
Microsoft Teams a perfect collaborative tool which gives the easy access to do group chat, online meetings, online classes, quick
calling, and web conferencing. This instant support chat application provides our customers on the go support as and when the
queries arrive. Teams let them stay connected all the time from anywhere.
We operate with transparency and open communication which have inherent advantages when events require quick actions to
react and reshape.
Once the COVID-19 outbreak is controlled, we will review and renew business continuity plans (BCP). We will consider putting new
internal guidelines in place based on lessons learned, as well as solid contingency plans to build resilience and better respond to future
crises
Biggest shifts:The crisis has accelerated the adoption of digital technologies to keep the lights on amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
As we have seen the biggest shifts during the COVID-19 is that long-term managed services contracts are expected to continue
despite lock downs, as IT vendors like us find innovative ways to continue servicing their customers.
With the start of the lockdown and work from home enforcement our major focus during the pandemic has shifted to addressing the
challenges of remote connectivity and collaboration, connecting with the ecosystem of customers, suppliers and partners, while also
ensuring the business continuity and being more adaptable.
COVID-19 and Work from Home culture has brought the importance of Cloud hosting in the forefront for most organizations who were
reluctant earlier. Cloud was always our focus, but now we see that there is a renewed impetus and a much wider acceptance.
The push towards digital transformation is much higher now. Organizations that were on borderline have started evaluating automations platforms more seriously to ensure smooth business continuity.
And at last, organizations are expected to use current situation learnings to prepare for future business disruptions by adopting a
Business Continuation Plan (BCP) & Digital Transformation that includes migrating their business operations to digital infrastructure and
platforms.
One thing that is clear is the new norm might become regular hence forth. As per the saying, nothing is permanent, but change, the
same applies here too! How and how much things will change, no one can predict, only one thing is constant that is, the Change;
and its impact on upcoming sectors for more years to come.
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NITYANAND SHETTY
CEO, Essen Vision Software

Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:As per a market research report we read in recent times the Cybersecurity, market speculates
to grow by 12% this year considering increasing focus on securing remote infrastructure and
IP of enterprises due to work from home and remote services programs. Increasing focus on
cybersecurity as a key business imperative as the major focus will be on improved Endpoint
Protection of Organisation based as well and BYOD and CYOD Devices .Apart from this securing Web Usage and Increased Data Protection controls will be a major focus for organisation’s today.
Preparedness adopted:We had started our migration to the cloud a few years back for our accounting, sales and
support functions and it did pay of well since there was minimum impact on customer delivery
and service . We see the same approach being adopted by organisations today as WFH is
the new normal now and functions, technologies and solutions will be based on this way of working for the next few years till we have
a vaccine giving hope to the world to get back to the earlier ways of working.
Biggest shifts:Quicker adoption of Cloud Applications by organisations , Flexibility in Employee Working timings and shifts for WFH and Data security
have been some of the shifts we have seen. Apart from this acceptance by clients towards the virtual working methodologies thru
WFH for sales , demos and customer service related activities has improved productivity better agility to reach out to a larger set of
clients and is providing better visibility for the company revenue forecasts .

GURPREET SINGH

Managing Director, Arrow PC Network
Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:Digital transformation is keeping businesses afloat and many companies have increased their
online presence by developing commerce websites on cloud platforms. Security which was
a concern in the beginning of 2020 is now a more invested topic, where all companies want
state-of-the-art security for the organization as a whole and not just the employees in
management level.
Arrow PC has been assisting organizations in making their digital transformation journey
smooth and it is factors like these that have not just boosted the morale of the companies and
its employees, but also has reflected on the growth in the IT service and business market.
Preparedness adopted:Arrow PC Network was already well equipped to handle most of the business functions
remotely. Our staff is able to access the data remotely and work from anywhere. We have done internal trainings sessions for best WFH
practices to ensure the efficiency and productivity. We are using best of the products and digital tools to ensure the smooth functioning of the departments as well as to ensure the data availability and data protection.
Our warehouses are open for delivery and all the required precautions are taken. No outsider is allowed and all the employees are
checked for symptoms twice daily. Complete Hygiene and best practices are maintained to ensure the health and safety.
Biggest shifts:The companies are actually looking for digital transformation and infrastructure modernization which is the new way forward for
business continuity. The present traditional applications are also choosing to move to the cloud, in turn pushing the cloud applications
also to develop.
We can say that the biggest shift seen is cyber security. During Covid-19 companies faced more problems in keeping their data secure
along with facing the changes due to pandemic and this made many realize that security for just a few in the CIO level wasn’t exactly
safe. Hence if there has been a major shift, it is companies moving towards digital transformation and opting for a robust security
feature.

JITESH CHAUHAN
Director, Rubik Infotech

Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:Covid-19 made the CIOs understand the need to Cloud Technology for their Organisation.
Earlier the CIOs feared about Data Security on Cloud, but the new norms of 24x7 availability
have changed the thought of Cloud. With Customers looking at the Cloud Options, the Cloud
and the services market are definitely growing. Security again attached to the Cloud is growing. We see that the Cloud, Security and Services would be growing this year. Services in the
Field of Cloud Migration, SAAS and other Services would definitely increase.
Preparedness adopted:This pandemic has given us some time to rethink about our strategy of doing business. We
have to have a different Go to Market Approach as now we would not be sitting across the
table of Customer for discussion and at the same time he has to be informed on the Solution.
We have started investing heavily on Digital marketing and pushing our customer to have
face to face meeting on Microsoft the team meeting appointment.
We have also started having Web Session for our customer on technologies and solutions and have seen some positive responses from
them. This has in fact helped us in addressing more customers for the same solution at one go.
Biggest shifts:The biggest shifts that have happened since COVID-19 is Availability and WFH, believes Jitesh. According to him, Customer has started
talking about Availability. “Earlier we all had the mindset that we can’t work from home, today we see our 50% of staff are working
from home comfortably. This is the same for the entire sector”.
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L ASHOK

CEO, Futurenet Technologies
Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:As per the government data available, all sectors are showing negative growth including
service industry. Also, many researchers cautioned that it may take four to five quarters to
become normal.
For us, we have done reasonably well considering the current Pandemic. We have done
business in areas of Consulting, Work from home and cloud.
Preparedness adopted:Futurenet mainly focus on cost reduction by renegotiating with the current vendor for customer benefits. Investing in BCP, Disaster recovery, cybersecurity to safeguard customer data.
Also expanded its business opportunity on premise to cloud migration, ML/ Big data analytics,
Virtual reality, Robotics and IoT.
Biggest shifts:Year 2020 is going to be a tough year, so without lowering our guard, we are pursuing innovative methods for demand generation
and ensuring that we are in constant connect with our clients. With BCP and Security being the mantra for the way forward, we at
Futurenet are adding the right portfolio for our customer to reduce the Capex. Products and solutions focusing on Private cloud like
our innovative Cloud Drop product and WFH are our focus for 2020.

NARINDER SINGH MANRAL
Founder & MD, Enrich Data Services

Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:Indian IT services industry is expected to see an adverse impact for a short-term due to
COVID-19 outbreak with the sector clocking a lower growth in current financial year previously we expected the sector to grow at 6-8 per cent. We fulfilled our backlog orders / Projects
which were placed before the lockdown or the material which was lying with us. Our original
estimates from the Government and Institutional business is still just below the target, however
there is a concern among the industry whether the budgets have been approved as the
Government has suggested a freeze in expenditure.
Our forecast assumes gradual recovery during the second half of the year, however, the
evolution of the virus remains highly uncertain and the full extent of the economic costs
remains unclear at this point of time.
Preparedness adopted:We feel that the situation will not change drastically over the coming few months. We have considered the best possible scenario as
well as the worst possible to come up with a business plan to ensure continuity of business. No retrenchment during this period, however we have discussed and agreed with our employees for salary cuts based on salary slabs ranging from 10-30% which will be reinstated once the situation improves. We have cut down our costs/expenditures to ensure minimum stress on our bottom line. We have also
put in a work from home policy so that employees who are unable to commute due to non-availability of public transport and don't
have their own conveyance, can work from home.
Biggest shifts:After the initial teething troubles the employees have adjusted with the new work from home model.
Even though a lot of organizations have cut down staff we have only had minimal salary cuts after discussions with the employees and
explaining to them the need of the hour. The employees have appreciated the transparency and have responded well to the new
normal. The organizations are feeling a huge need for securing the organization's assets from bad actors hence and are budgeting more
to be invested in Cybersecurity. There is a clear movement by clients from Onsite models to cloud based subscription models.
More and more organizations are looking at AI for speeding up their digital transformations projects along with Robotic Process Automation. However the budgets will most likely be looked into and revised every quarter based on the market situation.
New Investments are on hold and no new projects are announced. After the initial period of lockdown where organizations found it
difficult to work from home, they have put in VPNs to ensure applications are available to all employees however, going forward some
organizations are re-considering the WFH option as they don’t see clear results whereas others have announced WFH till end of the year.

PUNIT THAKKAR

CEO, Shivaami Cloud Services
Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:In this situation there is a huge demand for cloud based applications. Customers are looking
for various ways to move their business on the cloud. In this pandemic situation customers
require a tool that will help them work from home and we have experienced that through the
increase in the number of enquiries on our website.
Preparedness adopted:For Shivaami, WFH was always an option to work better. With maximum female strength, Work
from Home has been on our regular basis table. In the early phase of COVID - 19 Shivaami got
ready for WFH. Being in cloud industry for more than decade, as the lockdown happened,
the companies started looking for new tools to work from home and it was only possible
through cloud, and we were all set and prepared with all the technical capabilities to help
the customers to move on to the cloud. Even in the future, if any such circumstances arrive
we are ready & available for our clients at any point of time.
Biggest shifts:Many businesses were badly affected when during pandemic the entire nation came to a standstill due to lockdown. But apart from
this, there were a few organisations which were still functioning, because those organisations had adopted cloud solutions for their
day to day operations. Also, their employees could work from remote locations. Looking at this, many organisations using the traditional business solutions started looking for remote working tools i.e. cloud solution to run their business. This increased the demand for the
cloud and other IT solutions in the market.
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VIPUL DATTA

CEO, Future Soft Solutions
Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:We are confident that the present & post Covid19 scenarios will demand greater investment
in Automation on account of Digitization of the business and need to automate supply chain
eco system across industry verticals and technology will pave the way for delivering product
& services faster / better.
Preparedness adopted:We ensured transparent and timely communications amongst our employee on periodical
intervals. FSPL has adopted Flexi Working Hours or WFH policy for entire organization till end of
Sept 2020.
We haven’t made any change in our GTM strategy as we are solving business problems
around Adopting Digitization or, Process Automation to Improved Supply Chain Eco System &
Revenue recognition process, or E-sign & PKI Integration / Cloud Adoption & Managed
Services for our clients and they are the top priority for business owners in current and Post covid-19 scenario. So, we are confident to
achieve a significant YOY growth current FY 20-21 despite Covid-19.
Biggest shifts:Our client corporate & government alike understand now that technology will be the growth driver and ensuring faster possible road
to recovery. Following are some of the business use cases we see our clients are giving top priority in present & near future terms and
we have aligned our capability and GTM around the same. Fortunately for team FSPL we have already delivered measurable solution
in each of these domains.
Need to strength the weak supply chain eco system
Making business Digital platform ready
Bridging Revenue & collections Leakages
Achieve total Compliance with internal & external process / law of the land
Have technology in place to ensure Business continuity & Growth
Last mile Enablement via technology for faster consumption of delivery & services.

SURESH RAMANI
CEO, Techgyan

Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:While we are in no position to predict what will happen in next few months, when we look at
our performance from April 2020 to July 2020 and compare the same with last year, we have
seen a growth of about 16% so far.
Preparedness adopted:We operate in 3 Solution buckets where we have 3 branded Service Offerings like, Teamwork
365 for Collaboration, SecureIT 365 for Security & DataCenter 365 for Data Center Transformation.
Fortunately for us, all the 3 Solution Areas are extremely relevant for Customers in the
COVID-19 recovery phase. Between these 3 Solutions, we are broadly covering 4 specific
Business Scenarios:
Remote work; Business Continuity; Security; Cloud Migration
So we are increasing our focus on these 4 specific areas to ensure that our Solutions remain extremely relevant for our Customers as
they try to recover in a phased manner.
Biggest shifts:WFH is the biggest shift and then Security. What is more important as of now is, the senior management is available on a call for a
meeting and discussion.

DHIRENDRA KHANDELWAL

Founder & MD, Esquare System & Technologies
Growth of IT services amid Covid-19:The Indian IT and business services market is expected to grow annually by 6.5 percent
compared to the 8 percent in FY 2019-20 owing to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic according to the IDC. We have adopted “Business Continuity Plan” promptly as compared to other
competitors to minimize the business disruption that included migrating the business operations to digital infrastructure and platforms which was already in the pipeline.
In this crisis-ridden business climate, we are experiencing a huge demand for remote collaborations with cloud and AI being the technology forerunners.
Preparedness adopted:As the crisis evolves, we are taking measures to protect employees and ease financial and
operational exposure. We had suspended operations in affected regions and branches,
following travel restrictions and mandatory social distancing. We quickly established
pandemic-specific policies and training, for employee communications, remote work, and

virtual collaboration.
Virtual commitment with clients and partners has been a central part of undertaking business even as we are slowly beginning to
restore face-to-face communications. Customers are becoming accustomed to the speed-of-response that virtual appointments
provide. Simultaneously, we are generating a distinction in the digital space, through real-time experiences by collaborative tools.
Biggest shifts:COVID-19 has transformed the role and importance of digital experiences in people’s lives. Many organizations are currently facing
waves of customer questions, orders, and even cancellations. To handle this huge traffic volume for self-service web, email, IVR
systems, chatbots, applications, etc. are coming to the forefront to resolve the most generic queries, freeing employees to handle
more complex issues
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CYBERBIT REIMAGINES THE CYBERSECURITY
TRAINING CURRICULUMS USING

REAL-LIFE CYBER-SIMULATION TOOLS

Founded in the year 2015,Cyberbit solves one of the most acute cybersecurity
problems: preparing the human element for attacks. It has been readily realized
by Cyberbit’s founders that the only way to effectively prepare cyber defenders is
to adopt the same approach used in flight simulation, enabling them to detect,
respond, and remediate a real-world cyberattack before the attack. Cyberbit’s
cloud and on-premise cyber ranges deliver over 100,000 training sessions annually
across five continents. In a chat with VARINDIA, RAKESH KHARWAL, MD-INDIA,
CYBERBIT discusses about the current security trends and technologies.

SECURITY TRENDS IN THE PANDEMIC ERA

s pe a epo t y
ndia in
o ld e i e a o ce o million
cybersecurity professionals but has only 10% of the needed workforce. This indicates
that the e is a la in s ill deficit in the cy e sec ity a chitect e o the co nt y as
s ested y the sta fin specialist fi m pheno ts esea ch hi hli hts that at p esent
the e a e only
cy e sec ity o s a aila le in the nation d e to the lac o
ce tified ed cational instit tions that impa t the necessa y cy e sec ity t ainin to
aspiring tech-professionals.
On the security trends during the remote working policy, Rakesh says, “With
the overarching post-COVID-19 digital business transition to online pathways and
o ani ations eso tin to
policies o thei employees the e is an
ent need
for robust and adept cyber-security mechanisms to safeguard businesses. With the
s ill ap slated to inc ease ith time d e to the a sence o eal time e pe iential and
practical cybersecurity upskilling and training courses in universities and tech-institutes,
our country needs to readdress and reimagine the cybersecurity training curriculums
using real-life cyber-simulation tools to provide a hands-on learning and optimization
p ocess to tech p o essionals

LEVERAGING THE SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES

Amidst the coronavirus outbreak, Cyberbit’s utmost emphasis is on training
employees and security teams to address human-weakness and to bridge the skills
ap a esh comments
ince loc do n and emote o in a e ma in physical
training programs impossible, we are leveraging our Cyber Range solution to deliver
remote training to professionals. This helps organizations to train their cybersecurity
professionals in a simulated IT environment against evolved real-life cyberattacks
sin emotely accessi le tools s ch as
i e alls
andmo e he est pa t
o a t ainin in y e an e is that yo ill e a le to e pe ience the challen es o
responding to real-life incidents in a distributed environment across the entire process
o detectin in esti atin and emediatin the attac
the these t ainin e e cises
a e mapped to the
y e sec ity ame o and desi ned to de elop the
s no led e
ills and
ilities o y e sec ity p actitione s lso
all the training scenarios included in the platform are mapped to the techniques and
methodolo ies sed y attac e s as set o t y
ame o
his
will allow you to evaluate your current controls against the different attack vectors
as classified ithin this mat i and ens in yo team ill e p epa ed o ine ita le
attac hen it comes

STEPSTO FIGHT THE PANDEMIC
To combat the increased occurrences of cybercrimes in the wake of the Coronavirus
pandemic, Cyberbit announced that the company will provide $100,000 worth of
free, remote cybersecurity training on their Cyber Range. The move is aimed to help
organizations that face issues related to training continuity for their information security
teams as a result of recent travel restrictions, quarantines, and social distancing.
in this on oin pandemic sit ation a esh e p esses his conce n on
cy e sec ity t ainin s e says
n o t nately since the o t ea o
t ainin o
sta
o ld ide has een p t on hold
a el to t ainin co ses
is no longer an option and remote team members’ skill levels have been gradually
dete io atin
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cco din to him
ince the ec ity pe ations
ente
is the hea t o a mat e in o mation
security organization, responsible for detecting,
analyzing and responding to cybersecurity incidents,
frequent hands-on training delivered by Cyberbit
p o essionals a e impe ati e o
teams to enhance
their skill level. This enables them to successfully respond
to security incidents which depend on their detection,
in esti ation and esponse s ills s pe
ey nde ta enin
the lac o s illed sta is the
most e ently cited
a ie to e cellence his
need is e en mo e c itical today hen
teams a e
transitioning to distributed and remote work, learning
new ways to communicate, collaborate, and operate
sec ity systems in a post
en i onment

TO HELP CYBERSECURITY PROFESSIONALS
Cyberbit, in order to deal with the coronavirus
pandemic, has launched a novel competitive cybersecurity
lea e named the y e sec ity hampions ea e
Rakesh pursues, “The league is focused on displaying
India’s leading and emerging cybersecurity talent. The
y e sec ity hampions ea e o
is the fi st
virtual league dedicated to cybersecurity professionals in
the country. Throughout the course of the league season,
contestants will be pitted against the best of their peers
in a virtual corporate environment where real-world
cy e attac s ill e sim lated eople ho a e o in
in co po ates and mana in
ope ations a e eli i le
to pa ticipate in the contest
At last, it can be rightly said that ‘The Cybersecurity
Champions League’ is a multi-stage contest where
contestants will have to detect incidents, neutralize
damages, alleviate the attack, and ensure their network
is protected from the attack occurring the second
time, all within a given time limit. “For those who
are newer to cybersecurity, Cyberbit has assembled a
library of materials for them to build their skills on the
CCL site. With the launch of this league, Cyberbit is
endeavouringto empower more individuals to consider
a career in cybersecurity, actively helping to close the
cy e s ills ap in ndia concl des a esh

VAR SECURITY

Prama Hikvision introduces EZVIZ
Smart Home Cameras and Alarms
ama i ision has int od ced its
latest an e o
ec e and sma t
home cameras. These smart cameras are WiFi enabled, no installation required, it offers
two way communication and it has an alert
system.
EZVIZ, makes use of technologies
such as smart hardware and Internet cloud
services to create an intelligent work and life
for users. The secured environment enables
people to en oy the ela ed com o ta le
and pleasurable life of technology in a safe,
convenient and green living environment
created by smart technology. EZVIZ
provides intelligent products and services
o esidences o fices shops schools hotels
and other places of residence. They can
be also used for patient monitoring at the
hospitals.

ll p od cts a e
compati le and can o seamlessly ith ma on s le a and
Google Assistant. Working with just one app, the hi-tech products offer the ideal solution for
n me o s applications a o nd the home ll
c stome s need to do is simply say le a
show me the camera in the living room," and the feed from an Internet-connected camera will
send the video to the Amazon Echo.

he ne t ene ation o indoo and
outdoor smart surveillance cameras and
intruder alarm systems, the EZVIZ range
ill t ans o m ho seholds ith ma t i e
e pe ience y ma in it easie o indi id als
to connect to everything happening in their
life – all while ensuring their home is safe.

came as deli e the est al e and se e pe ience to c stome s y me in ideo
and oice cont ol in the sma t home he le a inte ation o e s yet anothe le el o al e to
EZVIZ customers.

The smart products have all been created
to provide peace of mind for users, while
making them as easy as possible to use. The
entire range is ideal for use in a number of
settings, such as in children’s rooms, to keep
an eye on pets and by families with elderly
elati es o e e the sol tions also p o ide
the perfect security for business premises.

ma t ome ame as come ith sma t eat es li e i i connecti ity
o ay
omm nications otion detection le ts on mo ile otion t ac in and asy nstallation
The latest EZVIZ Cameras can be operated in 100% wireless mode and they come with an
in ilt atte y he
ame as a e eathe p oo came as it can e sed o o tdoo
installations
olo
i ht ision came a ena les se s to see the i ant colo ima es
even in darkness.

Each high-quality camera comes with
a huge list of features such as crystal clear
ima e y
compati le
lo d e ices and
ca d sto a e options

ma t ome ec ity ame as a e a aila le online and th o h the dist i
channels ts latest models incl de
la m ta te it
olo
Vision Cameras.

channels.

p od cts a e a aila le an ndia th o h the a tho i ed dist i

tion
i ht

to s and e comme ce

he ma t ome la m it is the fi st
smart home alarm system. Adding another
level of security and connectivity for users,
it lin s a lessly et een e istin indoo
and outdoor Wi-Fi cameras, smart locks,
garage doors, and light bulbs. Once a sensor
or detector is triggered, a linked EZVIZ
camera will commence recording and send
se s a notification that they can clic to see
what triggered the alarm. The wireless range
h is p to
m om detecto s
to main la m
la m it
consists o la m
a emote ont ol
otion etecto pet imm ne detecto
and open-close Detector (for windows or
doors).
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WESTERN DIGITAL’S DATACENTRIC SOLUTIONS
TRANSFORMING
CUSTOMERS’ DIGITAL LIVES

JAGANATHAN CHELLIAH

Director, Marketing - Western Digital India

PROMISING 2020

ith inno ation ein
este n i ital s
it is contin o sly
introducing innovative products for different needs and segments.
ecently este n i ital la nched the fi th ene ation
technolo y i
that contin es its leade ship in deli e in the
ind st y s most ad anced ash memo y technolo ies
Enterprises across every segment understand that data can unlock
new opportunities. Data can lead to smarter decisions, breakthrough
discoveries and deeper connections. Enterprises are undergoing digital
transformation and, in the process, treating and leveraging data as a
strategic capital asset. At the same time they are continually looking
for enterprise-class storage solutions that are customized for their
requirements i.e. devices customized for big data and fast data. Western
Digital is uniquely positioned to help enterprises with their various data
storage requirements. The company has been continuously innovating
in the areas of areal density
and the industry’s highest
capacity points – delivering
more value and TCO at scale
to its customers. The recent
anno ncements o
and
s a e the
proof points. Additionally, the
pen le is the
eo
foundational building block to
help enterprises optimize their
data storage environments.
The company continues to
de elop and e ec te ac oss the
data technology stack – from
components to de ices
to platforms – to enable enterprise data to unlock even more value.

SET AS A DIFFERENTIATOR

Western Digital has an integrated marketing strategy to
comm nicate nified messa es to a io s sta eholde s s ch as
consumers, enterprises and channel partners at every touch point.
Based on the research and understanding of the market, Western
i ital has desi ned a c stomi ed an is
al
i e campai n
heavily skewed towards video based communication in many regional
lan a es este n i ital has in act come p ith a catchy
o ile
i end i e ta name o the p od ct as in ndia
s a e pop la ly
called pen drives. The key to the integrated marketing strategy is
Western Digital’s ability to understand the market, trends, and to have
just the right products. Also as Western Digital is a channel-focused
organization, it runs comprehensive partner programs to educate,
update, upskill and reward its partners. It imparts training and education
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through comprehensive tech-based platforms such as TechTalk, which
is an app-based training module for mobile retailers to ensure that they
are updated with the latest products and technology to cater to their
customers.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AGENDA

Data is a competitive differentiator. Companies that are able to
e t act al e om data a e the ones that ha e the potential to dis pt
ind st ies and ma ets t o ld not e an e a e ation to say that data
is enabling companies to reinvent themselves and accelerate the process
of digital transformation. In today’s global digital economy, companies
will have to make better, faster and future-proof decisions, and data and
analytics will enable them to do so.
Western Digital thus creates environments for data to thrive.
Data lives everywhere, from advanced data centers to mobile sensors
to personal devices; Western
Digital’s
industry-leading
solutions deliver the possibilities
of data. The company is
honored to offer consumers,
commercial and enterprise
customers one of the most
comprehensive portfolios of
data storage solutions in the
world.

DIGITAL INDIA
MAKING STRIDES

Western Digital creates
purpose-built solutions for
every type and use of data
– from big data to fast data to personal data. Western Digital’s datacentric solutions are helping India’s consumers transform their digital
lives, while its enterprise and commercial-grade solutions are helping
them e t act al e om data
Various products and solutions of Western Digital that are helping
customers are he
and
d i es
s mic o
ca ds
ca ds y
asspo t and y lo d sto a e de ices alon
ith cons me
electronic solutions
he ash sto a e is o nd em edded in s sma tphones and ta lets
and increasingly in connected devices such as sensors, surveillance
cameras and other products as part of the growing Internet of
Things movement
ata ente s a e ein
ilt ith a mi o
este n i ital s leadin
s
s and ash sto a e p od cts

VAR MOBILITY

OPPO unveils with 90Hz Punch
Hole Display, 18W fast charge

Redmi re-launches the budget
smartphone segment Redmi 9

i anno nced the latest addition to thei est sellin n m e se ies
line-up of devices - Redmi 9. The new smartphone brings high value
at an affordable price point in line with Redmi’s mission of bringing
innovation for everyone.
esi ned ith
a conic esi n edmi spo ts a
cm
display ith a
aspect atio o an imme si e ie in
e pe ience he display comes ith
heinland o
l e i ht
ce tification edmi spo ts an
d al came a that can capt e c isp
and clea ima es in a a iety o sit ations ith ease he
selfie
came a is po e ed y a
senso
To cater to the increasing media consumption, Redmi is setting the
standa d in the se ment y in in a minim m o
and
o sto a e ith a dedicated mic o
ca d slot o e pansion p
to
edmi is also a aila le in a
and
sto a e
variant.
edmi spo ts a edia e
elio
an octa co e amin chipset
hich is cloc ed p to
he de ice is pai ed ith a
m h
hi h capacity enhanced atte y hich ena les a
lon e atte y li e
cycle as compared to conventional smartphone batteries. Redmi 9 runs
ased on nd oid
o t o the o
Redmi 9 also upholds the highest levels of quality. Redmi 9 comes
e ipped ith i ate esistant coatin to p otect the phone a ainst
accidental splashes. Redmi 9 also comes with a pre-installed screen
protector.

Nokia's new smartphones to arrive in
India soon

o ia has mentioned to la nch a ne sma tphone and eat e phone
in India soon, by releasing a teaser video that shows
that the smartphone maker is planning to launch
two new phones soon in India. The outline in the
ideo matches the ima e o the o ia
o e e
the identity of the feature phone is unknown but it
is e pected to e a
eat e phone
Recently, a new 4G feature phone passed FCC
ce tification as
and late
and
e e seen appea in in ce tification in ndia
ho a i as hie
od ct
fice
Global, also took to Twitter to share an alternative
video for the two new phones.
o o
elo ed ans in ndia
tay t ned
to catch a new wave in India's changing digital
landscape ith
o iamo ile
omin oon
a i as said in a t eet
he o ia
is an ent y le el de ice that al eady la nched in hina
ith a
inch
display a
p ocesso
and
o sto a e
he de ice ho ses a sin le
came a on the ac o the phone
alon ith an
ash and a fin e p int scanne and a
came a is
in ont o selfies
he phone pac s a emo a le
m h atte y that cha es ia a
ic o
po t

has la nched
in the ndian ma et
is
s
i st sma tphone ith
e esh ate and
o ch amplin
ate in the poc et iendly se ment that comes pai ed ith a
inch nch ole isplay a
m h atte y and
ast ha in
he de ice ill e a aila le
in
and
a iants at a
p ice o
and
especti ely
a ted to o e an e pe ience at pa ith la ship
smartphones, the device will be available starting
h
st
is the slee est
phone in the market with a 5000mAh battery and
the and s i st sma tphone ith
e esh ate
under the 15k price segment.
Aimed to meet the evolving needs of the
c stome s in the poc et iendly se ment
ill
the ta e o a d the le acy o its
pop la
se ies
deli e s a aste
and smoothe e pe ience ith the a
c een
e esh ate
a ted ith a
c ed idescent
a e
esi n
ho ses a massi e
m h atte y pai ed ith
ast ha e
alon
ith a
inch
nch hole isplay o an
enhanced ie in e pe ience he de ice comes
pac ed ith a
ont came a and a
AI triple camera set up on the rear side to capture
clear details with a professional bokeh effect.
oasts a
nch hole isplay that has
c een
e esh ate and p to
o ch amplin ate o a smoothe
e pe ience he
e esh ate ena les a smoothe animation ith
less friction when scrolling through photo albums, Internet browsers
and other apps.

Lava launches feature phone with
heart rate and BP sensor

Indian mobile brand Lava has announced the launch of its latest
eat e phone a a lse hat ta es lse apa t om othe s is an in ilt
heart rate and blood pressure sensor. The feature will enable users to
meas e thei hea t health hen a se places his he fin e tip on the
p lse scanne it ill display thei
and hea t ate immediately on the
screen.
“Users also have an option to
save this data on their phones for
future reference and share it with
othe s th o h messa es the
brand said.
he phone comes ith a
inch display and supports stereo
sound for audio.
The
device
with
an
e panda le memo y o
p to
is e ipped ith an
mAh battery supported with
super battery mode, which lasts
p to si days on a sin le cha e
Other features of the phone
include a talker, photo icons for
sa in contacts i eless
ith
eco din and d al
s ppo t
It also enables auto call recording while supporting typing in seven
lan a es
n lish
indi amil
annada el
a ati and
na i
Additionally, the phone comes with a one-year replacement service
promise.
he a a lse a aila le in ose old colo is p iced at s
and
is available online on Amazon, Flipkart and at over 1 lakh retail stores in
the country.
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MOVERS & SHAKERS

Rajeev Sreedhar to head Infoblox
as MD, India and SAARC

BharatPe names ex-PepsiCo
officer Jasneet Kaur as CHRO

n o lo the leade in ec e lo d ana ed et o
e ices anno nced
a ee
eedha as
ana in
i ecto ndia and
i an a an ladesh the
aldi es epal and h tan to o e see o to ma et
in thei especti e te ito ies n o lo deli e s the ne t
le el net o e pe ience ith its ec e lo d ana ed
et o
e ices
“The emergence of the borderless enterprise corresponds
to the rise in demand for hybrid network technologies and
security tools that can see and stop threats across the newly
e panded in ast ct e a ee
ill help st en then o
e o ts to deli e the ne t le el net o e pe ience to c stome s he e
Rajeev has
yea s e pe ience in sales team and channel mana ement
and brings a deep understanding of network and security solutions to the
position io to oinin n o lo he as i ecto and o nt y ead o
nte p ise siness o ndia and
at c ee he e he de eloped
and led the company’s customer and channel strategy in the region.

ha at e has st en thened its leade ship team y
appointin asneet a as hie
man eso ce fice
asneet s appointment comes at a time hen ha at e is
oin th o h a massi e e pansion phase asneet ill o
closely with the leadership team to ensure the rapid growth
of the company through strategic talent management and
dissemination of the company’s core values and culture
across the organization.
asneet is a seasoned
p o essional ith yea s o
c oss nctional man eso ce ana ement e pe ience
ac oss companies s ch as
epsi o
ae s
ic oso t e ce eliance i e ciences he as a a ded itan o the
ea the hi hest ann al a a d o spea headin
ans o mation at
ae s lo al e ice ent es
shnee
o e o o nde
ha at e says
e a e e cited
to elcome asneet to o co e leade ship team he in s in a ealth o
e pe ience and est p actices om lo al companies asneet s s ills and
e pe ience i e s h e confidence in ildin a hi h pe o mance and
c lt e cent ed o ani ation

Flix by Beetel ropes in Puneet
Gupta as Business Head

Commvault names Sunil Mahale as Vice
President, Sales Engineering and Emerging
Technology, Asia Pacific Japan

li
ccesso ies po e ed y eetel o p has anno nced the
appointment o
neet
pta as thei
siness ead ndia ith st on
e pe tise and p o en t ac eco d in the technolo y and i estyle domain
neet ill lead the company s siness initiati es o the
ndian ma ets oc ssin on ildin and o in li in
the highly competitive smart accessories space in India.
ommentin on the appointment an ee
hha a
ana in i ecto said
e a e e t emely pleased to ha e
neet lead o
li eam e elie e his ast e pe tise
and vision will play an instrumental role in strengthening
our brand in the Indian markets and take it to new heights
o
o th and e pansion e e tend a a m elcome and
con at late him on his ne ole ith s
neet
pta
siness ead
li said
am
thrilled to be a part of the Beetel family. It would be a
eat oppo t nity to o
ith a a e in ndia and
look forward to contributing to the growth of the company and play a
si nificant ole in thei ision o leadin the t e o ma t ccesso ies
in India".

CMS Info Systems elevates Anush Raghavan
as Head of Cash Management Business Unit
n o ystems
anno nced n sh a ha an
as the ead o ash siness nit
n sh is c ently the enio ice esident and has
een ith
o the past
yea s e has played a ey
role in scaling up the cash business. Over the years he has
handled sales, operations, risk, strategy and been a core part
o
o th o ney in ndia
s a th ee te m
esident o the ash o istics
Association (CLA), Anush has been instrumental
in o in
ith
and
to a ds e lato y
compliance standa ds o the ind st y e also played a
key role in setting up the Currency Cycle Association (CCA), which is
a el e lato y o ani ation o the cash mana ement ind st y e
c ently se es as the esident o the
n sh is a post ad ate
om
hmeda ad atch o
and o ed o he ay o p as
a consultant.
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Commvault has announced the appointment of
nil
ahale as ice p esident sales en inee in
and eme in technolo y sia aci ic apan
epo tin to all m ade ice esident and ana in
i ecto
ahale ill mana e the apid inte ation
of Commvault’s latest innovative technology offerings,
e tendin the le i ility and simplicity o o clo d
solutions into the pre-sales and technical teams to
deliver the best solutions and services for our customers
and partners.
ahale in s a p o en t ac eco d o
ildin ne
enterprise capabilities and solutions across international
ma ets in
ope and
achie in ma et o th as ell as
customer success and penetration in both new and established markets.
io to oinin omm a lt ahale held m ltiple e ional leade ship
positions ith et pp
itachi ho ht pot and
tani

TEMA appoints Ajay Shankar, Former
Secretary DIPP as Chairman of
TEMA Council on Industrial Policy

is pleased to anno nce that
o ncil
on nd st ial olicy shall e led y ay han a o me
ecy
as hai man
ay han a eti ed as ec eta y epa tment o
nd st ial olicy and omotion
e also se ed
the ational an act in
ompetiti eness o ncil
as em e ec eta y o th ee yea s e as
the hai man o the ational
od cti ity o ncil
and of the Quality Council of India and gave greater
moment m to thei acti ities e initiated the settin p o n est
India.
has ta en many initiati es o s ppo tin the nd st ial
de elopment o ndia since
and is p omotin
a e in ndia and
Digital Economy policies of the Govt. There is a need for a coherent
nd st ial olicy to speed p domestic man act in especially in the
elecom
secto
ith leade ship o
ay han a
intends
to take this forward.
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Greetings from VARINDIA!!!
Technology has taken us far beyond the imagination and digital technology is rapidly shifting, from being a
dri er of marginal ef ciency to an enabler of fundamental inno ation and disruption
The year 2020 is proving to be an interesting year for CIOs and their IT teams as they digitally transform their
businesses and mo e up to their new role as partner in the business t the same time ndia has been identi ed
as the hotbed of enterprise innovation and start-ups play a key role in the developing economies like India, but
the COVID-19 crisis is reducing their creation, challenging their survival, and limiting their growth. Start-ups have
emerged as key drivers of economic growth and job creation, and are often a catalyst for radical innovation.
igitisation new technology and changing trends ha e had a huge impact on the nancial industry o er the
past few years and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future. With the above backdrop, we present to
you the “Channel Leadership Survey” (CLS 2020) an integrated report that will be published in the September
2020, 21th Anniversary special issue. The survey will focus on the emerging technologies and contemporary
product evolution (hardware/software/services) by technology vendors for addressing the needs and challenges
of today’s customers.
Every year VARINDIA conducts its Annual Channel Leadership Survey (CLS) based on the feedback received from
the vendors and their partners in the Indian IT and Telecom Industry.
fter the release of the
eptember issue there will be a sur ey to nd out the leaders in the ndustry
which will be based on the CLS 2020 annual report to understand who is ruling the roost. The winners will be
felicitated at the Star Nite Awards - 2020, which is slated to take place on 11th December, 2020 in New Delhi.
The 21th Anniversary issue is also going to deliberate how Channel Champions are considered as the role model on their anticipation about tomorrow. CMOs in the organisation design various partner programs that target
VARs and partners, which is an asset for the growth of the channel ecosystem.
This Anniversary special issue (September 2020) is going to be distributed in the enterprise segments (CIO/
CTO/CISO) too, and we are publishing extra 2000 copies. Your advertisement/branding in this Special issue will
offer the bene t of reaching out to the larger part of the
cosystem resulting in ma imum o
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT - EDITOR@VARINDIA.COM
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